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Student Panel

aic

To Discuss 12
Years In School

* ram In OOUth Warren And Survives

An 18 month# old baby, Stephen
Preston, son ol Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Preston of Thomaston was

injured in .

The Rockland PTA Coun-U wil’

accidents over the weekend, one
of them, the eight year old son of i

meet Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. ln

hospitalized at Knox County Gen

the deputy secretary of state of

evening

the State of Maine, receiving a
slight concussion.

eral

Hospital

Sunday

Four persons were

after swallowing a cup of kero
sene.
Th«e child came across thc cup
in his home and drank it. The
cap was used to catch the kero
sene which was leaking from a
pipe.
His condition is good and hc is
being held for observation, hospi
tal attaches reported.

Thomaston Offers
Polio Vaccine To
All Grade Pupils
Mrs. Mary B. Gay, Thomaston
town nurse, has received, word
that the Salk Polio vaccine will
be furnished, free of charge by
the state, to immunize all school
children in Thomaston from the
sub-primary to thc first year of
high school. The vaccine is for
those who have not already re
ceived it.
Permission slips are being pre
pared this week for the children
to take home for parents signa
ture. It is requested that all slips
be returned whether for consent
or refusal for the vaccine.
Thomaston doctors and nurses
are donating their time to this
Photo by McKeon
project and details of time and
The undisturbed office of the Payson’s Farm Machinery, Inc., shop
place will be announced as soon following
an early Saturday morning safe break attempt. The safe is
as plans arc complete.
i seen in the far corner while the large acetylene and smaller oxygen
tanks are seen in tin* right foreground on their eart. The front handle
and combination of the safe were scorched black from the heat of the
Union Contributes welding torch used by the thieves. On the floor, near the extended leg
of the ehair is a set of welding goggles used by the would-be safe
robbers.
$527. To Polio
Knox County Sheriff P. Willard
Pease is continuing hi.s investiga
tion into the double breaks and a
car larceny reported to his de
partment Saturday morning.
Thieves entered the Payson
Farm Machinery firm at the Route
17 and the Appleton road inter
section in Union sometime early
Saturday morning in an aborted
attempt to open thc company safe.
Thc thieves, who entered
through a side door by breaking
the glass and reaching in to un
Thirteen Pay
fasten the snap lock, used an
acetylene torch belonging to the
$5.50 For Holding
company. Evidently inexperienced
Up Snow Removal with the torch, they were unable
to open the safe.
This weekend, 13 drivers of
The same evening, thieves en
cars in Roekland were the only tered the Cramer’s Store at Stick
casualties reported by Rockland ney’s Corner in Washington mak
police from the heavy snow fall ing off with foodstuffs and gaso
Saturday evening and Sunday line.
morning.
In the third incident early Sat
The 13 cars were towed away urday morning, in the series of
on orders of the Rockland Police incidents, that evidence indicated
Department because of their hin- were connected, a 1953 green, two
derance to snow removal equip door Chevrolet coupe was taken
ment. The ears were left parked from in front of its operator’s
on the street during the night in house.
Milton Wheaton of 19
violation of a city ordinance Rankin street in Rockland.
which requires that all cars be
The car, bearing the name “Ar
parked off the streets nights dur
mour and Company” in yellow
ing the winter months.
letters on the door and owned by
Cars were hauled away by
that firm, was later found on
Bartlett’s Service Station work
Cumberland avenue in Portland by
ers and were picked up at the sta
Portland police. In the car were
tion on Camden street by owners
groceries and beer identified as
upon payment of a $5 towing fee
belonging to the Washington store
and a 50 cent parking fine.
which is owned by Charles Lud
wig of Washington.
Chicago’s newest electric gen
Also in the car was a wrench
erating system consumes about
taken from the Payson firm the
6500 tons of coal daily, and 80
| same night of the theft.
Four
per cent is delivered by barges.
j Homelite chair saws, valued at
i $1,300 by proprietor Grevis PayUNIVERSALIST CHl’RCH
, son of Union, and taken from the
(By Court House, Rockland)
. display window, were not found.
Wednesday 6 p. m.
. It was reported that the sheriff’s
Supper and Films
j department is seeking two men
SUNDAY WORSHIP 11 A. M. I for questioning in the series of
Rev. Geo. H. Wood
Welcome! ’ thefts.
Walter Rich, chairman of March
of Dimes Campaign reports thc
following contributions for Union.
Business establishments, $102.50;
Collection boxes, $9.26.
March of Dimes cards mailed.
$247.85.
Special events, basketball, $50.78.
Organizations. $42.51.
Serviee organizations. $22.00.
Radio auction. $52.50; making a
total collected of $527.38.

In the Payson break, the thieves
I used a welding tip on the acctv' lene torch instead of a cutting
RUMMAGE SALE
tip. The difference meant that ii
Saturday, Feb. 11 — 9 A. M. ! was next to impossible to cut
through the heavy metal with the
G. A. R. HALL
i welding tip.
Auspices Emblem Club
16*17 ; Indications were that little or no
I oxygen was used by the inexperi
enced thieves because of the
heavy layer of soot covering desks
and files in thc office.
Giving up their try to burn open
thc safe, the thieves went out to
the front display window and re
moved the four heavy chain saws.

GREATEST

Included were one three and a
half, one five and a half, and two
five horse power chain saws.
Payson said the thieves misBed
approximately $300 in the safe
which was scorched by the torch.
The firm is located a short dis
tance from the scene of another
safe robbery recently at the By
ron Clark Company. Inc., a body
and fender shop. The Clark firm
was entered and a 500 pound safe
was carried away on a truck. The
safe contained $300.
In using the welding torch the
thieves had to wheel the two
heavy oxygen and acetylene tanks
from the back shop into the office
which was unlocked.
At the Cramer’s store in Wash
ington, thieves used the same
method of entry, breaking the
glass on a front door and reaching
in to unfasten the night latch.
They took four tires, cigarettes,
cigars, groceries, pipes and beer
among other items.
They also
turned the gas pump switch on
the pumped $3.88 worth of gas
into their car tankProprietor of the store, Charles
Ludwig, estimated that they made
off with nearly $300 worth of com
modities.
Ludwig closed the store about
10 p. m. Friday evening and the
break was discovered by Wayne
Upham of Union who came to
o*perr up the next morning
The store experienced four simi
lar breaks a year ago. Neighbors
told Ludwig they drove by the
store about 1 a. m. Saturday
morning and noticed nothing pecu
liar.
Sheriff Pease traveled to Port
land Saturday afternoon to claim
the stolen ear and loot discovered
in the car. A back seat to the car
was mis-sing and the gauge showed
a full tank of gas when it was
discovered.
In the car was discovered the
1 groceries belonging to Ludwig and
; the wrench from the Payson shop.
I In the Paj'son break, thc off'cc
| window blinds were pulled by the
thieves to prevent any light from
escaping. The break was discover
ed Saturday morning by a com
pany truck driver, Maynard Shaw
of Union when he came to work
at 7 o’clock.
A tall bush cutter uas found on
the floor near the display window.
The thieves made no attempt to
remove a valuable generator also
in the display window, or to take
several new batteries or hand
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the Rockland High School library.
There will be a frank discussion
of 12 years in the Rockland School
system by members of this
year’s graduating class. Student
members of the panel are: John
Alden, Richard Smith, Carl Saw
yer. Fred Varricchio. Dan Soule,
Richard Gardner, Carolyn Snow,
Mary Grispi, Joyce Black, Rosa
lie Halligan. Patricia Kent and
Yvonne Withington.
The public is invited to attend.

Bruce McDonald. 8, son of Paul;
McDonald. Maine’s deputy seere- j
tary of State who resides in Jef- j
ferson. received a slight concus
sion. bruises and shock when he1
was struck Sunday while walking
on Route 215 in Jefferson by a:
vehicle operated by Joel P.
Slaughter. 17, of Damariscotta
Mills, state police reported.
Investigating Trooper Harold
Lincolnville and
Mitchell said the boy was not
hospitalized. He was sent to his
Camden To Join
home after treatment by Dr. Les-,
In Dial Service
ter Gross of Jefferson.
Trooper Mitchell reported that'
The Center Lincolnville Tele
a beach wagon driven by Rev. A.
phone Company and the New
Chester
Gushee
of
Jefferson
England
Telephone
Company
stopped just over the brow of a
iAve
reached
an
agreement
hill on the road to pick up another
whereby dial telephone service
boy walking on the right side of
between the Lincolnville area and
the road.
the dial telephones in the Camden
Rev. Gushee’s car was loaded
°bntr bv
exchange will be included ln the
with children
returning from
All that remained of the cab of the ’48 Dodge truck driven by Jones after It crashed the morning monthly charge of both compan
passenger train out of Roekland at the Friendship road crossing in South Warren Monday morning.
church.
ies. The plan will become effect
The Slaughter vehicle came
A truck driver escaped injury brakes about 50 feet from the was hauling three cars, an ex- ive with the distribution of the
over the crest of the hill and but his truck was completely de- train but raa into the side of an press, a local passenger and a
1956 telephone books later in the
spotted the stopped beach wagon.
molished shortly after 8 o’clock exPress„“r’
mail and ba^aBe car
year.
He applied his brakes to avoid
His 1948 Dodge dump truck
The truck struck the first car
Die Lincolnville firm servlcea
colliding and swerved to the left Monday morning when it ran into
completely demolished with behind the engine which was the 290 customers who will, when the
striking the McDonald boy who a moving Maine Central passen- the right front end smashed ex- express
car.
Damage to thc plan goes into effect, have tollwas walking on the left side of ger train southbound,
at the tensively. Extensive body damage train was not immediately deter- frec connection with all telethe road.
Route 97 crossing in South War-, was also reported to the truck.
mined as the train was held up phones now in the Camden direcMitchell said the condition of ren
I Jones who was uninjured in the only seven minutes. It continued tory.
Camden subscribers will
the road was snowy and slippery
Kendall Jones. 38. of 15 Cottage crash’ toId Tr00Ppr Chapman that on its way. No injuries were re- have toll-free
connections with
and prevented Slaughter from
he saw the collision was inevit- ported to the train’s complement an Lincolnville phones
stopping quickly.
! street, told investigating officer a^je
himself for the im- of workers and passengers.
Lincolnville
subscribers
will
Lawrence Chapman that he heard pact. Jones .a former paratrooper Conductor on the train was Al-' find $1. added to their monthly
Two Hurt In Warren
Two persons were hurt in a bells but failed to see the signals said his training aided him. The win S. Atkins of 11 Grove street, telephone charges for the extend
three car accident Friday night at the crossing because of the impact was similar to a para-! Rockland.
ed area service. Charges to the
■ chute landing he reported.
The truck was not pulled along Camden subscribers will not in
on Route 131 in Warren just over bright sun blinding him.
The dump truck was headed
Engineer of the train was Low- by the train but was pushed back- crease.
the Union line, state police re
south for Friendship. Jones spot- ell A. Chapman of 88 New County ward a short distance and sideported.
As the extended area plan out
Injured were Herbert Simmons, ted the train and applied his road, Rockland. The locomotive ways. It remained on the road.
lined some months ago by Stan
28, of Warren and a 14 year old
passenger. Emery Kelly of War
ren.
Simmons received lacera
tions of the nose add chin while
the young boy suffered forehead
and right hand lacerations. Neith
er required hospital treatment.
Trooper Lawrence Chapman re
ported that Simmons collided with
the rear of a parked car owned
by Warren M. Moody of Warren.
Another vehicle operated by Ru-

dolph Hesselgren. 36, of Union,
following Simmons, rammed into
the rear of the Simmons vehicle,
according to the police report.
I
The right front end and entire'
windshield of the Simmons car
were badly damaged.
Heavy
damage to the front end of the
Hesselgren vehicle was also reported.
j

erating crashed through three lawn.
guard rails on Route 1 in WaldoNo damage was reported to the
boro and went over an embank- car nor any injury to Robbins but
ment Friday night.
Waldoboro police officer Clar
Wialdoboro town officer Clar ence Lee reported that the hedge
ence Lee reported that the wom- on the lawn was crushed by Rob
an became ill while she was driv- bins’ car
The hedge was situated in front
ing home from work late Friday
(Continued oa Page Seven)
night and lost control of the car.
ghe was taken to Miles Memo-

For social items In The Courier*
Gazette Phone 770. City

Simmons told Trooper Chapman rial Hospital in Damariscotta RECORDER CHARLES DWINAL LISTS
that he was blinded by the glare where she received treatment,
tools.
SIXTEEN APPEALED AND BOUND
of Hesselgren’s headlights in his,
Car skidn jnh> Hedge
They used a set of welding
rear view mirror and did not see
Undetermined damage was sus OVER CASES FOR SUPERIOR COURT
glasses from the shop in their
the parked car ahead of him.
tained Friday night when a car
work and two metal igniters.
Court Recorder Charles Dwinal
Aino and Ruth Mason of Warren,
III Driver Lom* Control
Waldoboro police reported was opA cutting bit, the proper im
A Warren woman,
Patricia erated by George Robbins of Jef- of Camden this weekend listed neglect.
plement to use. laid on a work
Wilbert C. Robinson of Rockbench inches away from where Lailer. 23, received cuts about the ferson skidded on a slippery road Probable cause and appeal cases
scheduled for the criminal docket land, drunken driving.
face
when
the
car
she
was
opin
Waldoboro
and
went
up
on
a
the thieves found the welding unit.
of the Feb. 14 term of Knox Super
Walter A. Matson, of Warren,
ior Court.
digging clams ln a closed area.
Three probable cause cases will
Arthur L. Turner of Rockport,
be heard. They are Goldie May
drunken driving.
Greene of Islesboro larceny; Eve- i
Harold P. Moore of Warren, a
rett Harriman of Thomaston, as
sault with a deadly weapon; and meter violation.

Snow Sculpture Popular These Days

Waldemar L. Christianson, Jr., of
Waldoboro, statuary rape.

Also scheduled for trial at this
term is a charge of assualt with
intent to kill brought against
Anthony Cuccincllo of Rockland.
Cuccinello was indicted in Novem
ber but the trial was postponed to
this term of Superior Court. He
is charged with assault with in
tent to kill Coast Guardsman Don
ald Pooler, 21, of Watertown, N. Y.
Other criminal cases on appeal
include: Tauno Anderson of Rock
land, drunken driving.
Lawrence J. Marriner, of Owls
Head, night hunting.
Arlinc Winslow of Rockland,
two counts ot drunken driving.
Richard Jack Gordon of Thom,
. .
aston, drunken driving,
Norman R. Robbins of Rockland, failure to yield right of way.
Ralph W. Morton of West Rockport, imprudent driving.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again,
I would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss ot
happiness—Charles Darwin.
TO MAKE A HEART GAY

“It takes so little to make a heart
g*y;
The song of a robin, a sunny day,
A bright new dress, a garden in
bloom,
Song and laughter in a honr.ey
room,
A friendly smile, a bit of praise.

A hillside in autumn with color
ablaze,
A fresh-baked cake smelling of
epice,
Or a bowl of red apples will suf,
flce;
And I have found that a rainy day
Can even be nice if you make it
that way.”
1
Edith Shaw Butler.

DOLLAR DAYS SPECIALS
BOYS'
Photoi by Cullen
Snow sculpture is popular these days with snow men being (he favorite subject. However, some
youngsters tackle more difficult projects than piling up the snow in their father’s likeness. Janice
Black, 15, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Black of Grove Street, and Louise West, 14, daughter ot Mr. and
Mrs. Charles West of 15 Beech Street modeled the horse pictured above on the West's lawn over the week
end. The rider is four year old Dawn Ward, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Ward of Grove Street. The
snow sculpture was almost life size and required hours of patient work to complete.
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Rockland Dollar Days

THURSDAY

EVENT

ASK FOR FREE TICKETS

SATURDAY

OF THE

You May Win FREE Complete Revere Ware Stainless Steel Cooking Set!

SEASON!

Value Approximately $150.00

BARGAIN

ley J. Taylor, New England Tele
phone manager, goes into effect
with the installation of dial
phones in Rockland next year, the
subscribers in the Camden area
will have toll-free service with
Rockland.

BOYS'
BOYS'
BOYS'
BOYS'

MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN'S

FRIDAY

FEBRUARY
9-10-11
16-17Y

JACKETS, Reg. 12.98 .................. NOW $10.98
SOX .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 pr. for $1JM
FLANNEL SHIRTS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1J9
COTTON SPORT SHIRTS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. $1J9

JACKETS, Reg. 14.98 .................. NOW $10.98
FLANNEL SPORTS SHIRTS .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1J9
HANDKERCHIEFS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 for $1.00
SPORT COTTON SHIRTS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $2.59
ALL WOOL SHIRTS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $3.98
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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gaxette was established ln 1846 In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette ln 1882 The Free Press was established ln 1855
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consolidated March 17. 1897.
Subscriptions 47.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
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TITLES CLINCHED BY ROCKPORT

BOYS AND GIRLS FRIDAY NIGHT
Four Knox County teams romped to runaway victories in conteats played Friday night while a
fifth, Waldoboro, squeeked by a
battling Thomaston squad
by
three points.
Rockport collected the Medomak
League title Friday night in a 70
to 41 win over visiting Bristol
while their female counterparts
did likewise by defeating the Briaton girls 61 to 41.
The championship was Rockport's fourth straight.
~
,
The victors continued their win.
,
ning ways by avenging an earlier
, „
.
,
defeat in outscoring a sharp eyed
Stockton Spiings quintet 87 to 62
the very next night at Rockport.
In other contests. Camden pulled away from Wiscasset in the
third period of Friday night's encounter at Camden to win 71 to 54,
setting the stage for their big cor.test against Knox-Lincoln League
leaders Boothbay Harbor on Feb.
IQ
Camden, at present, has one defeat in the league competition
while the Sea Hawks boast a clean
record.
A Camden win Friday
night would throw the league picture into a two way dead heat.
The Camden girls took the
Knox-Lincoln League championship with their <win over the Wiscassot girls 73 to 51.
Waldoboro edged Thomaston 32
to 29 in a low scoring, battle al)
the way played at Waldoboro Friday. The Bluejay win puts them
in a three tie for the cellar spot
with Thomaston
and Lincoln
Academy in the Knox-Lincoln
League. Waldoboro previously was
alone in that apot.
Union entertained an Appleton
team at the Thompson Memorial
Gym at Union but not too politely
as they romped 77 to 43 while the
two island independents. North
Haven and Vinalhaven, met at
Vinalhaven with the game ending
in another run-a-way for a host
team 77 to 40
Tuesday night will see arch
rivals Camden and Rockport get
together at Che Rockport gym for
a non-league contest.

ing Stockton Springs courtstcrs,
put on a second period scoring
spree Saturday night to lead 43 to
38 at the half and went on to win
87 to 62.
Butch Farley, still hot from the
previous night, dropped in 31
points while his brother Carlton,
at guard spot, found tha nets tor
20. Dave Pound aided the winning
cause with 18 points.
Ronald
West
for
Stockton
Springs threw in 2.3 points,
For thp Rockport lassies, who
defeated the girls from .Stockton
Springs 4.3 to 21 Sara Simonton
scored 19 points,

tan....... Wiscasset
Camden s Mustangs started slow
and werP t,ailin« >2 to 8 in the
Ppriod when thP>' s‘a'tpd a
,low r0" and pushed ahead of the
visiting Wiscasset team to a three
P°‘nt half time lead 29 to 26
They returned to the court for
l^p ^ird period and dropped the
boom on Wiscasset, racing to a
57' t0 37 |pad at thp Pnd of the
,hird
With accuralP inside and outside
’’hooting by Dick Leonard who
tallipd 19 P°‘n,s for Camden and
s<>mp close-to-the-bucket work by
Jim Dinsmore who collected 13.
thp Mustangs' rally continued on
to t*le PVPn,uaI 71 to 54 victory,
Klghl guard A Shea 07 Wlscas
set ■wi’hed the nets for a 19 point
counl
Thp Camden girls rolled over
,hp visltors 7.1 to 51 with 19 points
Flaine Hoffscs.

Nelson’s Dodges beat Birds Eye
Fish and Game
by 13 pins. The winners led by
nine at the end of one. by 24 at Roundup
th* end of two and lost the last
By Ron Speers
by 11 to finish with 13 pins to thc
good. Hastings had high three and
No snow yet. at this writing, but
single with 106 and 288 for the again by the time you read this
winners.
we could be shoveling out from
The Birds Eye team was in de under, so I won’t comment too
feat by Dowling with 286 and and much about the weather!

Graham with 105. This makes two
Checked through with members
in a row the Birds Eye team has of the Department of Inland Fish
SOUTH AND NORTH HOOPSTERS
lost and they find the CMP team eries and Game’s staff, and if
breathing down their neck.
you’ve had any idea that the De
KICK OFF BUS LINE LEAGUE
The CMP team moved up into partment joins with the black
contentiion wdth a five point win bears and hibernates for the win
TOURNEY AT ROCKPORT TODAY
over the dummy studded MCRR ter. forget it! Winter is apparentPlay will get under way this and consolation games will bi
team. W. Makinen once more took ly just as busy a period of year in
afternoon in the annual Bus Lin*' played on Saturday. Losers of thi
all honors for the CMP team as the fish and game business as any
League tournament when second semi-final games will meet at 2
he rolled 113 and 290. The MCRR other, judging by the various ac
seeded South School meets North o’clock on Saturday for 'he con
had high man in N. Jackson tivities going on.
School at the Rockport gym solation game with the champion
Most sportsmen are acquaint
with 103 and 292. The MCRR
nasium. The opening game in the ship game slated for 3.30.
team has been plagued by sick ed with the w’ork of the warden
tourney is scheduled to start at
Pairings for the tourney play ness and a Florida vacation for service, and I imagine that they
.3.30 with a second game between were made on Saturday after the
realize that the warden’s work is
CavIs Head and Union slated for final league game on the league Frank Carsley. The last two i necessary all year round since
matches
they
have
had
only
three
!
4.30.
schedule had been completed and men show’ up. Hopes are high that the poacher has no respect for
seasons. Hunting and fishing in
The preliminary round of the were based on the final standings.
they will get back on an even keel
Maine are winter sports also, with
tourney will be continued on
Season records for the league,
soon and give tbe rest of the
the snowshoe rabbits, bob-cats
Wednesday afternoon with defend w’hich ended with Camden in first
league a little more trouble as
and foxes keeping the dog men
ing champs and number one se.d- place. South School in second and
they are very capable of doing.
happy, and ice fishing of course
ed
Camden meeting
McLain Owls Head third, were as follows:
Another defeat of the Birds Eye for the anglers.
The wardens
School. In the final game, of the
Won
Lost and a win by Nelson’s could turn
must check on these activities, as
preliminary round Rockport will Camden
8
0
this into a three team dogfight.
well as guard the deer herd from
meet Junior High.
South School
6
1
Tuesday night, the pins kept the poachers and the free-tunning
On Thursday afternoon, semi Owls Head
6
2
flying as Maritime Oil and Park dogs, so all in all his days are well
final games will be played with Junior High
5
2
Street Motors tangled in a single filled throughout the snow season.
Tuesday winners meeting in the Rockport
4
4
match and the 40 & 8 and Shell
Winter activities of other divifirst game and Wednesday win Union
1
7
roliled a double header.
sions of the department are not so
ners in the second.
North School
0
6
In the first match Martime Oil ! well known, however, to the
As in past years the final round McLain School
0
6
moved into a .38 pin lead in the I sportsmen of the State. Checking
first string. In the second string. J through in Augusta, I found that
PSM came roaring back to roll ; the Hatchery Division for examKNOX FISH AND GAME TO BURN
525 and take the lead by 10 pins. ' pie, is already hard at work on the
BEAVER LODGE MORTGAGE AT
The big push in this second string ' production of a new fish crop for
was a big start by Frank Perry future stocking in the waters of
SPORTSMAN'S SHOW THIS MONTH
All hatcheries now’
with a double strike with nine on j the State.

The members of the various and Game Commissioner Roland it in the first five boxes. He wound
committees for the Knox County Cobb will forever destroy the up with 1.30 which was high for
j
Host team Vinalhaven leaped to
Fish and Game
Association’s evidence of indebtedness. Charter t’he night.
; a walloping 32 to 11 point lead in
In the last string both teams '8
forthcoming Spoilsmen’s
Show- members, the oldest living mem
a beautiful exhibition of scoring
met Friday evening. From their re ber and the youngest will receive I let up some but the PSM team
< in the first period of Friday night’s
ports indications are that the sec special recognition at that time. j managed to squeeze out an addi- 8
game continuing on to win 77 to 40
ond such annual event will be a
Another proposed event is a tional eight pins to take the match g
j over the North Haven squad,
success. With Dr. Rupert Stratton, demonstration of bird dogs by four points to one. Perry also had 8
The spree continued for Vlnal2
the association president in tho members of local kennel clubs. high three of 311.
haven period leads of 41 to 22. 65
On the
losing side
Perry ! Q
chair it was decided that the fol There will also be a most interest
to 33 and the final 77 to 40.
lowing program would be present ing exhibit of game animals and (Frank’s boy, that is) had high J
Vinalhaven'® Harold Anderson
ed :
birds, prepared by the State of three of 294 and Capt. Hopkin? I £
scored 24 points from his center
The show will be held at the Maine. Jim Miller, who will have , had high single of 112. This drop- 8
sipot while Bruce Thompson copRockland Community Building on charge of this expects a bear, ra ped Maritime Oil below .500 and
P^ t8 points for himself,
F«-b. 20. 21 and 22. Hours will be coons, owls, deer, pheasants, and in this league no team except the jj
' North Haven’s Jack Brown
leaders are over .500.
8
from 1 to 5 p. m. and 7 to 10 p. m. other interesting specimens.
scored 10 baskets in netting 21
The 40 & 8 match with the Shells ' 2
on
Monday
and
Tuesday;
Wednes

The
commit-tee
reported
at
least
! points for the losers.
at 7’clock started out like a close 5
| The Vinalhaven lassies took a | day being Washington’s birthday, a $500 in merchandise orders will
Roc k pc rt- Bristol
legal holiday, the exhibition will be awarded as door prizes with one as the Shells won the first {J
Rockport’s smooth working preliminary game from the North ! be open from 1 to 10 p. m.
drawings hourly and that lucky | string by nin pins despite a 130'8
Beavers rolled to its seventh Haven visitors .37 to 21 behind the
It was reported that space has persons need not be present to re- i firing by Kliewer of the 40&8.
Medomak League victory in beat i 16 point boos't of Doris Doughty been allocated to various exhibi ceive awards.
The second string was a little diffing the Bristol squad severely Fri Joyce Staples of North Haven tors. Among the non-commercial
erent however as the 40 & 8 mur
scored 11 for the losers.
day night.
dered the Shells by 105 pins.
booths will be one each fer the Between the
Rockport Coach Paul Parks
Park* !
Waldoboro-Thomaston
I In the second string, the high
Kowa Archers, the Hatchet Moun
played his regulars for nearly ! The weekend’s closest contest, tain Archers and the Knox Coun Gutters
I total for the year was rolled as
three periods with period leads of ; 32 to 29, saw two stubborn teams ty Camera Club.
; W. Drinkwater and Alley rolled
By Earl Cook
27 to 7, 47 to 13. 64 to 18. and the ; battle toe to toe for four periods
: 117 and KHewer had 113. They
While a detailed program is still
final 70 to 41.
in a win for Waldoboro over the in the making it was determined
Action
in
the International ! rolled 551 W’hich was way above
Beaver Butch Farley gathered 'j invading Thomaston squad,
that there will be daily band con- League continues to favor the the Shells low 446. However, in
in 25 points and Dave Pound 16 for ) Both teams were tied at the half certs; exhibitions by the two Glovers’ team. In their last match the last string things tightened up
the winners while Bristol right | after a one point Waldoboro lead archery clubs, with a contest be they knocked off the J. C. 21’s again as the Shells came back to 8
forward Craig Simmons fought i *n Lhe initial quarter. The third tween teams representing each four points to one. The margin of take the string by four pins and S
valiantly in th*e out-matched con saw the winners two points atop | slated for Wednesday evening; a victory was only 17 pins as each ] save two points Kliewer with 338 jj
Thomaston.
test collecting 19 points.
rifle team match between two siring was close. Capt. Kent h-d all bowlers and his 1.30 was J
Fast breaking and use of an a’l | Waldoboro’s pressing man-to ! teams, one from the sponsoring Glover led his team for high sin high. The Shells were led by Lord 1 8
court press by Rockport broke the man bothered the zone defense of I association, to he captained by gle with 113 and his teammate, with .301 and Hobbs with 116. This
game open in the first period set- , the losers throughout the contest Jim Miller, the other from the Leigh Barnard, had 279 fpr high was a bad beating for the Shells a
ting up the heavy Rockport sc or- j although both teams found the of Rockland Rifle and
Club three. On the losers side Lamb by 92 pins but the points were only 1 j
fensive tough going.
ing.
5
with Wendell Jones as team cap- , had ^2 for single and P. Hubei three to two for 4O4&8.
Dick Laine with 12 points topped tain.
The preliminary victory saw the
In the nightcap they started out IS
| had 283 for high in the threesome
Rockport female champions, led the winner’s scoring while Thom
as they left off. the 40 & 8 leadoff 2
Monday afternoon will be Scout I
me.
by Sara Simonton’s .32 points, win aston s Bill Flint dropped in a | oay an(j aj| children of school ag“
This win for Glover’s and Easl- man A. Drinkwater rolled 133 to {
over the Bristol girls 61-41. Kay matching 12. High scoring center
be admitted free. Demonstra- ern Tire’s three to two defeat at 116 for Shells leadoff man and 8
Sawyer,
with 12, led Bristol’s Dave Stone was held to only eight tions by Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts the hands of J. C. 36’s gave the when the last man had rolled the 8
scoring.
points in the contest being taken ;,n(j Brownies will entertain.
Glover’s team an even bigger 40 & 8 had a two pin lead. The see- S
out of the game on fouls in the
Rockport-Stockton Springs
Tuesday evening will be hign- lead. If anyone is going to stop ond w’as more of t’he same as the C
The Beavers, stilil win conscious third.
lighted by the drawing for the them they had better start soon. 40 & 8 took this one of 11 pins in 8
The last 8
Union-Appleton
. major prize of the show, a lor.g No team except Glover’s in this another spine tingler.
and remembering an early sea
string was more of the same as 2
All 11 of Union High School’s I distance telephone cr^l to any ser league is over 500 per cent.
son tw’o point loss to the invad• Continued on Page Three)
In the Eastern Tire and Jaycee
----------- j vice man or woman any wheie in
I the world. The call to be com 36 clash tihe Jaycees dumped the
arejzjararajzraizjzrararajzraiai.
HHH
pitted from the stage on Wednes- pins for 502 total in the first string
day evening or as soon as man and made them stand up for the
FOR QUALITY AND SAVINGS
ager Stan Taylor and his New rest of the match as the Tiremen
; England Telephone personnel cun J came back to take the last two
Trade at Carr's
1 complete connections.
1 strings for two points. Cleve Slee-pWHERE YOU SAVE $ $
The major event of that partiin on this one but could
KAGI.O 1st QVAI.ITY PAINT
I cular evening for the members of not roll the wray he did in his
White and All Colors
the Knox County Fish and Game warmups in the afternoon. He clipGuls. $3.99 to $4.75
Association will be the burning ot I Ppd 335 in the afternoon but only
A FREE PAINT ROLLER and
TRAY WITH EACH GALION
the
mortgage that had been j could manage 270 when they
Qts., White and All Colors
placed on Beaver Lodge, the as* counted. Nute took over high sin
$1.10
to
$1.25
j sociation’» club rooms on Alford gle for his team with 100 and
A FREE 2 IN. NYLON BRI'SH
i Lake. Boy Scouts will make a fire Mosher had a good 282 for his
WITH EACH 2 QT. PURCHASE
I and with flames borrowed from three. Mike McConchie rolled 122
Vina Ilia ven-North Haven

S

i

Pistol

the guest of honor, Fish the flist string for the Jaycees to
boost them up to 502 which is b<dplayers were employed Frldav ter than the 491 league high they
ntght after the home club jumped had previously. Adams came up
to a 21 to 3 first period lead over with a 286 to tie Mike for the high
Appleton and w’ent on to a 77 to 4.3 three.
victory.
A.s it looks from here the three
The Medomak Valley League lower teams knock each other efi
victory makes Union practically and the Glover’s team slips by
sure of the second place s-pot. The each one with a few’ pins each
game was win number 13 for the string to take a majority of the
season.
points. No change in the standing
Mahlon Linscott led his team’s this week.
snoring with 18 points for Union
Monday night saw a lot of real
Appleton's Dick Sprowd paced his action as the Nelson team con
team with 21 points.
tinued to make trouble as they
The Appleton girls took a four dumped the league leaders four
point. 26 to 22 victory over points to one. In a close match deUnion’s girls.
cided in the last few’ boxes the

that

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
Established 1854

Member Boston Stock Exchange
91 EXCHANGE STREET
POKTLAM). MAINE

have eggs in the troughs, and if1 on the winter schedule for this
anything, work at these stations division also,
is more tedious than at any other
Work in the Information and
time of year, since the eggs have Education Division picks up, if
to be picked over constantly by anything during the winter, since
the hatchery men and blank eggs most fish and game clubs hold
have to be removed since there is regular meetings through the win
a possibility that they may spoil ter
months
and
Department
others nexl to them. In addition speakers and films are in constant
to the normal work load incident demand. These speaking engage
with producing and raising the ments, w’hile common throughout
fish, the men of the division are the year, step up during this per
busy cutting the ice that they will iod and are added to the regular
use during the warm months of daily work carried out by this div
the year to maintain proper tem ision through news releases, radio
peratures in the stocking trucks, tapes, TV films, and so forth.
and to preserve fish food at instalAll in all. winter, as far a.« the
lations where power is locking, Department of Inland Fisheries
There is also a heavy schedule of and Game is concerned, is not a
maintenance and repair of equip period for leaning back and taking
ment necessary to the stocking life easy. Can’t be!
Got too f l
work in the coming spring, plus much to do!
regular maintenance on the hatch
eries themselves.
Game and Fisheries Division Museum Activities
seize on the winter period as an
Tuesday
opportunity to take care of the
7.30 p. m. Adult Art Class
tremendous amount of paper work
7.30 p. m. Rockland Women’s
and reports that had to be ne
glected in favor of field work dur Club
7.30 p. m. Theatre Guild
ing the better weather. Much of
Wednesday
the data compiled in the field is
10.30 a. m. Knox-Lincoln Exienbroken down and analyzed in the
office during the winter and put ; &i°n Meeting
3.30 p. m. Girl Scouts—Troop 10
into report form for the informa
tion of the sportsmen of the State, j 7.30 p. m. Junior Chambei of
The Engineering Division also Commerce
7.30 p. m. BPW Club
grabs the opportunity to catch up
7.30 p. m. Civil Air Pa tral
on its paper work during the win7 30 p m. Theatre Guild
ter and to draw’ up the necessary
Thnraday
plans and blueprints for projects,
3.30 p m. Brownie Scouts—
scheduled during the coming year,
If the winter is open, as this one Troop 14
7.30 P m Coast Guard Auxilihas been so far, some of the surveying work can be done, and nry
Friday
done very successfully, since vision in the woods is at a maximum
2.20 P rn . M»'*thcb^f?cc Clnb
at this time of year. Maintenance
Saturday
and repair of equipment is high
9.30 n. m. Children’s Art Classes

UN WEDNESDAYS
HOTEL KNOX, THOMASTON
ROGER B. RAY

flic

Next time you need a plumbing contractor
—call us. Since we belong to the National
Association of Plumbing Contractors, you
know you’re dealing with a qualified con
tractor. And our work is guaranteed.

M. PEARSON JEWETT
7 TALBOT AVB.

TEL. 1616

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Member National Azeorlatlon ol Plamblnr Contractors

A NEW SHIPMENT OF
SPRING WALLPAPERS
HAS ARRIVED
Single Roll As Low As 12c
ALSO BUNDLE LOTS
All Tied Up Including Borders
K Single Rolls and 16 Yds.
Border .As Low As $1.69

FREE
2 PRIZES EACH NIGHT
A China Table Lamp,
Value $5.95
and

A Gal. National Lead Gray
Paste Paint, Value $4.00

Will Be Given Away FREE
Each Night at Closing Time
To Be Drawn Oft By a
( hauiher o( t nmmerre Official
At Our Store
THURSDAY ANO SATURDAY
AT 5 P. M.

GREGORY’S
LEMON SALE
- Still Going Strong Real Bargains on Odd Lots, Broken Sizes,

Closed Out Merchandise from Our Regular Stock

BOYS'

DRESS SHIRTS

SUITS

Values to 39.50
Values to 58.00
Values to 65.00
Values to
Values to

45.00
65.00

Values to 5.95
29.95 Values to 4.95
49.95

16.50

Values to 4.95
8.95

FELT HATS

Values to

SKI SWEATERS

Values to
Values to

10.95
8.95

3.95

1.S0 Values fo 4.95

3.95

Values to 5.50

Values to 5.95

Values to 13.95

8.95

3.95 Values to 9.95

COTTON UNDERSHIRTS

M

WINTER MERCHANDISE

HEAVY JACKETS

Values to 19.95
Values to 29.95

Values to 4.95
Values to 2.95

Values to 8.95 S3-®5

Values to 2.95

ON .11.1.

1.00

Values to 1.00

Ladies' and 4 hildren's
Values to 1.95 >1-00

.39

Values to 39.95

Values to 1.00

Values to 3.95

1.95

WORK SHIRTS

Values to 3.75

1.50

Values to 2.75

1.00

SLIPPERS

Values to 4.00

Carr's Wallpaper

Volues to 5.95

,and Paint Center

SAVINGS

Values to 2.95

LADIES'
1.96

LT. WEIGHT JACKETS

Values to 15.00

5.95

SKI JACKETS

Values to 19.95
5

2.9S

CHILDREN’S WINTER CAPS

Values to 1.95

.50

SMALL LOT

COTTON FLANNEL
WORK SHIRTS

WORK UNIFORM CAPS

WOOL SHIRTS

Values to 5.95
.59

HEAVY WOOL WORK PANTS

Values to 9.95

1.00

SLIPPER SOCKS

Values to 1.00

20.00 FANCY COTTON SOCKS
COTTON DENIM SLACKS

S. S. NYLON
SPORT SHIRTS

Values to 1.95

NYLON or
RAYON HALF HOSE

10.00
15.00 NYLON ar RAYON SOCKS

LINED LEATHER COATS

Values to 7.95
Values to 4.95
ALL WOOL
SWEATERS

SMALL LOT
Orion or Dacron

WOOL HOSE

20% REDUCTION

3.95

DRESS PANTS

DRESS SHIRTS

SHOES

Values to 8.50

1.95 WOOL BREECHES

Values to 1.00
2.95

2.95

WOOL SKI PANTS

3.95

NYLON PAJAMAS

ALL WOOL
PULLOVER SWEATERS

Values to 5.00

4.95

COTTON PAJAMAS

Values to 3.95
7.95
5.95 RAYON or

ALL WOOL COAT SWEATERS

Values to 7.95

CORDUROY PANTS
3.95
2.95 Values to 7.95

CORDUROY SPORT SHIRTS

Values to 6.95
10.00

$104)0
7.9S

SPORT SHIRTS—Short Sleeve CORDUROY SHIRTS

DRESS PANTS

Values to

HEAVY JACKETS

$3.95 Values to 19.95
$19.5 Values to 5.95
1.95 Values to 10.95
39.1 Values to 3.95
49.95 SPORT SHIRTS—Lang Sleeve

TOPCOATS &_OVERCOATS

ORLON ANO COTTON
UNION SUITS

KOCKIAND

MEN'S

MEN'S

FRIDAY AT 9 P. M.
A Ticket Will Be Given with
Each Dollar Purchase

5H6 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CORNER MAIN and LIMEROCK STREETS

BOYS’ UNION SUITS

1.95

Values to 1.95

1.00

DENIM CREW CAPS
Values to 1.00

.10

8.9S BOYS' DUNGAREES

SKI PANTS

Values to 2.95
5.9S
BOYS' FLANNEL SHIRTS
DENIM FRONTIER SLACKS

Values to 10.95
3.95i Values to 3.65

1.9S Values to 2.95

MANY OTHER LOTS AT
YOU'LL HAVE TO SEE TO BELIEVE

1.00

d

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 7, 1956

TALK OF THE TOWN
I A1 Nichols. Rockland barber.
I hadn’t driven a horse since he
I Social and community events i came to Rockland from his native
are solicited for this calendar All Nobleboro some years ago, but
are free and space here cannot be did well for himself ’at the horse
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, races on the ice at Gardiner Sun
cannot be accepted. The decision day. Taking more or less of a
of the editor is final.]
uare from brother John of Gardi
Feb. 6-11 Maine School Lunch ner. a well known ice racer, he I
Week.
took the reins behind Guy Majesty’
Feb. 7 Rebekahs meet at Odd and drove the speedy animal to a
Fellows Hall.
3! second quarter for top time
Feb. 8 Rockland PTA
Council
meets at High School Library of the day in the class and dis
tance.
at 7.30 p. m.
Feb.
The glass shop of the W. H.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Glover Company has been moved
Feb. 16
Emblem Club social from the mill on Tillson avenue
meeting at Elks Home at 8 to the basement of the Main
p. m.
street store. Edgar Crockett still
Feb. 17—World Day of Prayer,
presides over the shop.
Rockland observance at Pratt

MARY GRISPI KROWNED KWEEN

Camden Rebekahs HARRIET EPSTEIN WINS MISSAL

OF KIPPY KARNIVAL SATURDAY

Honor District
President Gray

Coming Events

10 Golden Rod Chapter,
OES. meets at Masonic Temple.
Feb. 15- Ash Wednesday.

Memorial Methodist Church.

The Hatchet Mountain Archery I
Club held instructions for 20 new
members of the newly organized
Junior Archer Club at the Com
munity Building Friday evening.
The club’s members, who recently’
organized the club, acted as in
Ray Moulaison, clerk at Mc structors. They divided the 20 in
Lain’s Shoe Store, returned home to small groups and ran through a
Sunday follcMing surgery at Knox series of basic fundamentals. The
Hospital.
instructions lasted for an hour.

Feb 20-21-22 -Sportsmen's Show,
Rockland Community Building.
Feb. 21-22—Elks’ 50th Anniver
sary
Feb. 22— Washington’s Birthday.
March 30—Good Friday.
April 1—Easter Sunday.

The Rockland Police Depart
ment will conduct a police train
ing school in conjunction with the
FBI at the Farnsworth Museum
the week of April 9. Police officers
of other coastal communities and
sheriffs deputies will be invited to
pa rticipate.
Lassie, so often urged to come
home, has wanderitis again. This
time it is not the famed dog of
the movies but a two-months old
pup belonging to Mrs. Mike Ro
man of 59 Broadway. It seems
little Lassie took
the highways
and byways without informing his
mistress and cannot be found.
Mis. Roman reported her loss to
police Friday afternoon.

to

Edward Erickson, city recrea
tion director, was the speaker be
fore members of the Kiwanis Club
Monday evening, taking as his
subject the recreation program
which he has instituted in the
community.

BORN
Castner—At Waldoboro, Jan. 31.
to Mr. and Mrs. Rossilyn Castner.
(Evelyn Guyette), a son — Gary
Rossilyn.
Deinuth—At Knox Hospital. Feb
6, to Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Demuth
of Union, a son.
Russel!—At Knox Hospital. F« b.
6. to Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. RusS' ll, a daughter.
Ausplund — At Knox Hospital.
Feb. 5, to Mr. and Mrs Edwin
Ausplund, a son.

MARRIED
Marshia-Rohishaw — At Rock
land. Feb 4. Henry D. Marshia.
Jr., of Richford, Vt., and Miss
Marie Ann Robishaw of Rockland,
by Rev. George W. Goudreau.
Bishop-Stearns — At Rockland.
Feb. 4, Capt. Aiden C. Bishop of
Boston and Rockland and Dorothy
M. Stearns of Rockland, by Rev.
George W. Goudreau.
Co ugh-St. Peter — At Rockland.
The Chamber of Commerce di Feb. 4. James P. Cough of Bar
rectors and officers will meet this Harbor and Miss Mary Laurie St.
by Rev.
evening at 7 o’clock at Chamber Peter of Owls Head.
George \V. Goudreau.
headquarters on the Public Land
ing. Guests* for the monthly ses
DIED
sion will be Mary Gris pi and Rob
Thompson—At Rockland.
Feb.
ert Merriam, both Rockland High 6. James G. Thompson, age 74
seniors. The Chamber officers will years. Funeral arrangements not
eacli month invite t«.vo high school yet completed.
Thomas — At Union, Feb. 6.
students to sit in on the meet George Thomas, age 69 years, 11
ings in order that they may gain months and 28 days. Funeral ar
an insight into Chamber affairs. rangements not completed.
Thomas—At Modesto, Calif, Feb.
They will in turn discuss the
meeting in classes in school per 5. Mrs. Richard Thomas (Nancy
We-bel of Clark Island), age 27
taining to municipal and commu years.
nity affairs.
Chaples—At Clark Island. Feb.
4. Owen W. Chaples, age 73 years.
Funeral services today at 2 p. m.
from Davis Funeral Home, Thom
0 R N D I K E
aston. w’ith Rev. John B. S. Fitz
HOTEL
patrick officiating.
Interment in
Complete Luncheon
North Parish Cemetery. Wiley’s
9 8 c
Corner.
Serving 11.30 to 2 p. m.
Regers—At South Warren, Feb.
107-T-U
4. Charles R. Rogers, formerly of
Rockland, age 79 years. Interment
at Rockland.
Atkins — At Camden. Feb. 6,
Charles- C. Atkins, age 89 years.
PUBLIC PARTY
Funeral services Wednesday at 2
EVERY FRIDAY at 7.30 P. M. p. m. from Gilbert C. Laitc Fun
Tower Room - Community Bldg oral Home. Camden, with Rev.
Melvin H. Dorr. Jr., officiating.
Auspices Knights of Columbat
Interment Mountain View Ceme
47-TATh-tf tery.

The Rockland Rifle and Pistol
Club wishes to announce that in
addition to their monthly business
meeting Tuesday, there will be a
shoulder to shoulder rifle match
with the Hyde Windlass Rifle
team; the business meeting to
start at 7 p. m. rather than the
usual 7.30.

HOMES FOR FUNERALS

THOMASTON
22 Knox St.

ROCKLAND
558 Main St.

Leah Davis Brooks

Also a musical trio, guitar, Mel| vina Foster, accordian, Mrs. Wal! lace Vinal and banjo, Wallace Vinal; piano solo. Miss Jessie Innes;
reading,
Mrs. Gladys Young;
vocal solo. Harland Robinson, ac
companied by Miss Lorraine Dow.
Piano solo. Mrs. Theresa John
son; vocal solo by Donald Welt
with Mrs. Johnson as accom
panist; and solo by Mrs. Alice
Welt accompained by Mrs. John
son; solo by Mrs. Thelma Stone,
accompained by Jessie Innes.
Seated in the receiving line
were; Mrs. Charlotte Wadsworth,
noble grand of Maiden Cliff
, .
..
Lodge; Mrs. Manon Gray. D.D.P
of District 16, Mrs. Mary Alley,
i D.D.M. of District 16; Kennith
Small, grand warden of the Grand
> i
r i/x/.n ...
...
Lodge of 1OOP of Maine, of Hal
lowell; Doris Hyler. Secretary of
the Maine Association of L.A.P.M.
of Warren; Mrs. Farolyn Jadkson
Photo by McKeon
Pretty 18 year old Mary “Midge” Grlspi, Rockland High School dd.p of District is. Appleton;
senior, smiles for a huge audience as she is crowned Kween of the Mrs. Mava Maxim, D.D.P. ol Dis
Kippy Karnival Ball held Saturday eevning at the Rockland ( omniunity triet 17, Thorndike.
Building. School Principal A. Hamilton Boothby does the honors above
Mrs. Addie Brown, past presias little five year old crown bearer, Judy LeGage, daughter of the 1950
Kween, .Mrs. Joan Gardner LeGage, turns away from the crowning, dent of the Maine Association of
Rockland and Miss
slightly bewildered at the colorful ceremony. Midge is this year’s L.A.P.M.,
DAK candidate from the school and is active in many of the school’s Bessie Bowers, past president of
organizations. She is president of the Future Home .Makers of America the Maine Association of L.A.
Club and the Thespian Society. She is also a member of the girls’
basketball team and softball squad. The other four contestants: Har P M . and Miss Margaret Crockriet Levco, Barbara Marsh Busalacki, Joan Philhrook and Carolyn ett. Mrs.
Lillian Herrick
and
Snow, received plaques from (’. Maxwell Ames, Rockland School Board Mrs. Jeannette
Dennison, all
member. The crowning culminated a week of Kippy Karnival activities. past district deputies of District
16.
Mrs Katherine Dow served as
Municipal Court
mistress of ceremonies and Mrs.
VINALHAVEN
A plea of guilty to a charge of Grace Osmond,
Mrs. Thelma
PATRICIA DUNCAN
non-support of two minor chU- atone and Mrs. Nema Smith aa
Correspondent
dren was entered by Bruce Rolfe ushers.
Tel. 172
of Bangor at a Municipal Courl
Committee chairmen were as
session Saturday morning.
j follows:
arrangements,
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Skoog and
A 60-day jail sentence was sus-1 Jeanette Dennison; refreshments J
son, Dennis of Portland, were pended and Rolfe was ordered to Mrs. Charlotte Wadsworth and enweekend guests of his parents, pay $10 each week for the support | tertainment, Mrs. Katherine Dow.
Mr. and Mrs. Gosta Skoog.
of the children. He was placed; Refreshments of sandwiches,
Joseph Headley was in Rock on probation for one year.
I tea cakes and coffee were served.
land Saturday on business.
The charge was brought by Ma-' Thp deputy and her marshal
Kenneth Hall and Mrs. Edythe
bel D. Smith of Camden, Rolfe’s' were th<’ recipients of many love
Whittington were in Rockland on
ly gifts.
former wife.
Saturday to visit with Mrs. Alice
Guests were present from Rock
Hall, who is a patient at Knox
Herbert Simmons, 28. of War land, Hallowell. Thorndike, TenHospital. Mrs. Hall was getting
ren, on Monday pleaded guilty of ant8 Harbor and Warren.
along fine and due to return
operating a ear without a license - • --------------------- - - — ■
-------home on Monday.
and operating an unregistered 4048 team as they are averaging
Melville Smith, who is taking
motor vehicle at Rockland Muni- 98 P1’1' man. They got the jump on
treatments for an eye condition
cipal Court.
the league and are holding on
in Portland, is guest of his
The man who appeared to an- with 13 wlns and 12 l088<!8 ,n their
brother, Reuben Smith, at West
swer the charges on his birthday, 'atest matches.
brook. Mr. Smith is getting along
fine and expects to be home in was fined $20 for the no license
charge and $10 for the no regis
about two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Gosta Skoog en tration charge. Costs of court
SINGER
tertained the following at a fam- were also assessed.
Simmons was arrested on the
ily dinner on Saturday, Mr. and
FEBRUARY
Mrs. Dennis Skoog and son Den- cha«*ea Frida>' n‘«ht when he was
nis, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Skoog involved in an accident on the
and son Leonard, and Mr. and Warren to Union road in Warren.

When blossoms are faded and
IN ME.MOKIAM
gone.
In loving memory of my dear There are hearts full of love and
husband Daniei Randlett Yates,
sweetness.
who passed to his Heavenly Home
Where no longer life’s current
Feb.
7,
1954.
MB B ■ ■ ■ B:«;BIIIIB B BIIIIIP?
Hows;
He is gone but not forgotten
| Her dearness and goodness lives
$
■■ And as dawns another year
on with me here,
In my lonely’ hours of thinking
Like the souls of the star and
Thoughts of him are always near,
the rose.
Days of sadness will come o’er me
Her loving daughter, Gladys E
Friends
may
think
the
wound
is
BURPEE
I
Staples.
16*lt
healed
But they little know the sorrow j
Funeral Home ■ That lies in my heart concealed. ▼
His wife Mrs. Daniel Randlett'0
SEE CARR'S
BARRFTT M. JORDAN, Prop. I
16-lt ♦
Established 1830
( Yates. Camden. Maine.

Serving Knox County since 1876
66-U

AMBULANCE SERVICE

■

TEL. 390
110 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKIAM), MAINE

*

BB ■ ■ ■

■

B

B I

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STII.PHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
l-tf|

t

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
26 FT. Flat Truck Trailer for
sale. 10.00x20 tires, air brakes and
all attachments. WILLIAM
HEATH, Warren, Tel. CRestwood
3-3323.
16 13
DRY Slab Wood for sale, sawed
and delivered, $10 a cord WIL
LIAM
HEATH,
Warren. Tel.
CRestwood 3-3323.
16-18
VICTOR Circulating Oil Burner
heater with 2 ABC sleeve burners
for sale, $35.
Tel THOMASTON
253.______ ___________________ 16-18
EXPERIENCED
Bookkeeper
wanted. Desirable position open—
non-seasonal business. Many ad
vantages. Write full qualifications.
Write Box JK. c/o THE COUR
IER-GAZETTE.
16-18

Artists Group
Invites Public To
Curtis Exhibit

Mrs. Marion Gray, district dep
uty president of District 16 and
her marshal, Mrs. Mary Alley,
were honor guests at a reception
given by members of Maiden Cliff
Rebekah Ixtdge at Odd Fellows
Hall in Camden Saturday evening.
The program was opened with a
prayer by Rev. M H. Dorr, Jr.
The address of welcome was given
by Mrs. Mary Mitchell, followed
by a vocal solo by Richard Meser
vey, accompanied bv Mrs. Howard
Rollins.

Mrs. David Duncan, Jr.. and
daughters Wendy and Barbara.
Wesley
Peacock
spent
the
weekend in Gardiner visiting his
parents. Mr. sad Mrs. CtarMce
Peacock.
|
The following students have re-'
turned to University of Maine to
resume their studies; Sally Rae,,
Judy Clayter, Ann Webster. Mac1
Gilchrest, Tim Lane, Edward and
Joseph Dyer. Warren Loveless.
Paul Hopkins and Frank Halik, a
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere friend who has been visiting with
appreciation and thanks to my Paul for the past week.
neighbors and friends for the
cards and their many acts of kind
IN MEMOKIAM
ness, also the Frindly Circle of
In loving memory of my dear
the Peoples Methodist Church for mother, Clara E. Staples, who
the bouquet of flowers sent to me passed away Feb. 7, 1250.
during my recent illness. I also There are stars that go out in the
wish to extend thanks to the
morning.
nurses and doctors of the Knox
Whose silvery light shineth on.
County General Hospital staff
There are roses whose perfume
16-lt
William E. Keene.
still lingers,

DAVIS

Page Thrw

GIVE AWAY AD
On Page 2

GREATEST

*

Maxine Stewart
of Warren
pleaded guilty to parking her car $jj

on
the highway
courthi
....................
«••••«.» and »paid
—- ------<*•*•« «».W after •
One waa n
suspended.
The comPlaint was brought by
State Trooper Lawrence Chapma" who investigated a minor ac- »
cident in front of the woma"’’ «
hou8e on ,he Unlon ,o North S
Union road.
One of the vehicle's involved if
was forced to swerve around to \
the center of the road because of
the parked vehicle. Chapman re- y
ported.

- 4STAR - SPECIAL *
an tealured over TV on
SINGER FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE

on this beautiful
Spinet (’abinet

SMt

Between Gutters
(Continued from Page Two)

the lead changed hands time after
time and the Shells finally came
up with a 17 pin gain to take the
total and the last string and make
it three to two in their favor. This
was a team effort as no man on
the Shells was less than 291. It
took all the Shells could muster to
offset a excellent total of 350 roll
ed by Ash Drinkwater. Cookie had
high three of 310 and single of 116
for Shells but was beaten by 40
pins as he was howling Ash. So,
this night wound up with each
team getting Hve points and the
40&8 gained ground on the Mari
time Oil and held back the Shells
in the bargain.
At thus writing it will take a lot
of darn good bowling to top this K

The local chapter of the Ama

teur Artists Association of Ameri
ca will meet this evening in the

studio of the Farnsworth Museum
at 7.30.
Guest speaker will be George
Curtis of Owls Head who special
izes in sculpturing in metals. An
exhibit of his work is now’ on dis
play in New’ York City
An aircraft mechanic by trade,
he uses the metals, tools and
welding torches of his trade to
create the objects which he ex
hibits. His subjects are largely
Maine coast people, scenes and
Ashing activities.
Students in high school art
classes and the general public is
invited to attend the meeting

Hillbillies, Globe
Trotters Leading

City Rec. League
Photo by McKeon
Harriet Epstein, 13 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Epstein of 156 Limerock street, and Leo LaCroix, chairman of the
Catholic Activities Committee of the Limerock Council, Knights of
, 0|unibus> (ooU over th(. n..w MariaI1 y,isaal pre,rnt).d Harriet by the
Council Saturday.
The Kirl I* "inner of the St. Bernard’s parish catechism quiz conte*j ?ver 27 ®”“‘r <on‘''tant«. ’’he received the Mlaaal aa an award,
and Journeyed to North Whitefield to enter the regional contest Sunday
a, whl(.h time a parochial a.hool atudenl from Anguata won. The
Knighta aponaor the contest
-----------------------------------------——
*1 -I_ _ _ _ I. I _
liminary.
/viecJornak League
Named to the boys squad are:
Wayne and Carlton Farley of the
All-Stars Picked
Rockport team; Westford Hannan
Medomak
Valley
Basketball and Mahlon Linscott,
Union;
League Secretary Edgar Lemke, Frank and Clelle Genthner, Bris
barren High School principal, an
tol; Dick Sprowl and Ken Fuller,
nounces the all-star selections m Appleton; and Alton Gammon
and Everett Waters, Warren.
the b°ys and girls division who
Girls are: Marlene Burns, San
will participate in the all-star dra Miller and Tade Osier, Bris
games on Feb. 18 at Rockport.
tol; Vanessa Moody. Muriel Wing
The all-star boys will play the and Marilyn Meservey. Appleton;
league coaches in the main at- Joyce Torrey, Betty Austin and
lraptton wWle ,he g(rU wi„ gQ Rebecca Upham of Union; and
against the Rockport girls team, Marjorie Wiley, June Stimpson
chamDiona in the pre and Dorcas Jones of Warren.
_____________ P

D0DLALYAR

MY AS LITTLE AS

SPECIAL LOT

SPECIAL IXJT

Special Lot
All Types
From $3.95 to $10.95

Val. to 75.00 .... Now $49.98
Reg. 49.50 .. .. .. . Now 39.98

NOW 1-2 PRICE

MEN'S JACKETS

Val. to 27.95 .... Now $19.98
SPECIAL I GT
Reg.
Val. to 49.50 .... Now 29.98 Val. to 16.95 .... Now 12.98
Val. to 14.95 .... Now 8.98 18.95
12.95
SPECIAL LOT
9.95
SUBURBAN COATS
Val. to 16.95 .. Now $4.98
8.95
NOW
Reg.

39.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $29.98
29.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 22.98

MEN'S SHOES
NOW

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $12.98
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
8.98
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
6.98
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
5.98

MEN'S PANTS

MEN'S TIES
Reg.
1.00
.. .. .. .. .. .. Now 55c
SPECIAL LOT
Worsteds
(2 for $1.00)
Reg. 29.95 .. .. . Now 19.98 Reg. 12.95 .. .. .. Now $8.98 Reg. 1.50.. .. .. .. .. .. Now 79c
Gabardines
(2 for $1.50)
Reg. 7.95 .. .. .. .. Now 5.98
SPORT SHIRTS
Melton Cloth
Special l-ol
MEN'S FELT HATS
Gabardine, Corduroy,
Reg. 7.95 .. .. . .. Now 5.98
SPECIAL LOT
Gingham, Flannels
Corduroy
NOW 1-2 PRICE
Val. to 5.00 .... Now $2.98 Reg. 5.95 .. .. .
Now 4.98

Boys’ Department
BOYS' SPORT COATS

BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS

Val. to 17.95 .... Now $10.98

Cotton Flannel

BOYS' CAPS
Reg. 1.95 .. .. .. .. ..
SPECIAL LOT

Vol. to 16.95 .. Now $7.98

Reg. 1.95 .. .. .. .. .. Now 49c

OFFJNS

A WEEKt

fatter minimum down payment
OA
Mfr Co. .

MENS

Trod* MnrF of Th* Stngor

SINGER
SEWING CENTER

Now 98c

SPECIAL LOT

4■191

JL

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Solids - Stripes - Whites

Val. to 5.00.. .. . Now $2.98
Val. to 49.50 .... Now $24.98 Reg. 25.00 .. .. .. . Now 14.98
Val. to 19.50 .... Now 12.98
MEN'S SWEATERS
MEN'S TOPCOATS

SWING* NHDIE HEADS

according lo
available stock. ▼

j

Val. to 3.95 .... Now $1.98

$34.98
24.98
22.98

75.00 .... $54.98 and $59.98 45.00
65.00 .... 44.98 and 49.98 35.00
49.50 .... 34.98 and 39.98 29.50

CHOICE OF STRAIGHT, SLANT,

model limited

v.

_ i „ Trotters ahead in the
Eastern League
f--.Results in the Pee Wee League
were: Panthers 14. Roosters 4;
Celtics 18. Hillbillies
4. In the
Eastern League, Lakers 28, Pis
tons. 42; Eagles 28, Globe Trottrs, 26.
Pee Wee League
Won
Lost
Hillbillies
S
1
Panthers
2
2
Celtics
2
2
Roosters
1
3
Eastern League
Won
Globe Trotters
Eagles
Pistons
Lakers

SPECIAL LOT

NOW

NOW Reg.

on this handsome
Modern Cabinet

During the month of February
only, save up lo $30 on these
FOLK
STAR SPECIALS.
Prices begin as low as $ 189.95.
Choice of wood finishes and

Recreatlon Director Eduard EncsonThe results showed the Hillbillies the Pee Wee League and

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS

MEN'S SPORT COATS

BOYS' JACKETS

S20

RPrrA»tinn niroptnr kmx.ovh

clearance

MEN S SUITS
Reg.

Results of the City Recreation
League Saturday basketball contests were announced Monday by

z/>

AND

BOYS

CLOTHING

FURNISHINGS SHOES AND UNIFORMS
MAIN ST
CVKIAND
ME

Rockland Dollar Days

BARGAIN
EVENT

ASK FOR FREE TICKETS

OF THE

You May Win FREE Complete Revere Ware Stainless Steel Cooking Set!

SEASON!

Value Approximately $150.00
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the high schools in the country— higher education and careers,
Greek had long gone out—(yes we were enriched by the knowledge
WARREN
had Greek in Rockland High at we acquired of good books, music,
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
MRS. RENA CROWELL
one time, taught most ably by thc arts in general—in other words.1
ALENA L. STARRETT
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
Correspondent
late Gertrude Illsley Padelford.) cultural tastes.
Telephone Temple 2-9261
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone CRestwood 3-2491
Miss Coughlin saw extra curricula
While the situation I have
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
activities intruding on the time pointed
out
doubtless
per1 1
Advertisements In this column not to exreed three lines Inserted
that should have been spent in tains ininnumerable places we
Ralph Morse is a patient at the
once (or SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
The Republican Town Commit
cents (or each line, half price each additional time used. Five
more serious study.
! notice it
more definitely in theMiles MemorialHospital Damaritee will meet in caucus at 7.30
small words to s line.
We do know that all the extra' smal> town* and cltiea’ Of course scottaFriday night at the town office.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, 1. e, advertisements
! curricula activities particularly there are Kifled bo-vs and SirIs’! Mr. and Mrs. William Jcllison
which require the answers to be sent to Tbe Courier-Gazette
Mrs. Emma Kalloch, who ob
office for handling, cost 15 cents additional.
Another letter has come from ing programs of the highest qual j, n_ high
always be. and nothing of Bristol, were at W. H. Crowserved her 85th birthday anniver__ „ school keep the students therp
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
sary Wednesday was the surprised Tom Hayden. It is filled with ity in which our finest musical, rW5hed beyond imagination, and can hold them back lf their tab ell’s Friday.
Those srith phone or street onniher nnlj are not advised.
recipient of a birthday cake that interest and it gives me pleasure talent figured.
I „ there are gome who wigh to ents are coupIcd with ambition.
Mr and Mrg. G Forest PeimaALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
afternoon at the meeting of the
share 11 with y°u and also tc
Now—we have no choral group: study piano, their time is so lim- And of courae there arc bo-v* and man of
Framingham. Mass.,
No classified ads will be accepted without the rash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
Baptist Mission Circle held with express a trend of thought Tom's nearly all the church insofar as ited they don’t get much of any- &,rls "ith real voices as there al- spent the weekend with Kcrvin L.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
Mrs. Leroy Norwood. It was her >e«er has stirred in me. Tom I know have mixed choirs of un- where. You talk with any of our way’s ha’s be‘cn- latent musical Deymorc. Mr. Dcymore accomaa received except from firms or indhidoals maintaining regular
second of the day for her neigh- writes:
j trained singers: there are no vo-j piano teachers and they will en- ta!ent that could
developed for panied them back Sunday,
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line
hors, Miss Lizzie Winslow and
“it was a very pleasant surprise eal teachers here and I believe dorse this statement. And in all their pleasure and profit were
jjrs. Ruth Hinkley entertained
Miss Winnie Winslow also gave to read about the comments you the piano teachers may be count- this rush and hustle and bustle some incentive provided. But it a group of friends Friday evening
_________________
_____________________
________ the sight of developing cultural Iooks "ow the majority the so- at cards.
her one. A card shower totaled. .....
have _________
received relative
to the ma- ed on
one hand; the Rubinstein
WANTED
FOR SALE
75 that day, with cards still com- terial I sent you. I remember Club is in thc doldrums with de- tastes is being greatly dimmed. calIed average boy and girl, man
Rena Crowell entertained
| Minnie Chapman but vaguely, but creased membership and de- We don’t really think much of and "’Oman, lags behind insofar the bridge club last week. They
HELP Wanted—Male. Airlines Ing
FOUR
Burner
Westinghouse
any now-there isn't time. One of as development of cultural tastes will meet with Mrs.
Arthur
electric stove for sale, also Flor need men. See our ad under this
Henry Laukka ha^ been appoint- 1
very much pleased about creased talent,
14-16 ed chairman of the Warren Lions ker remarks concerning my dear
ence oil end heater. Both in per- Column.
We echo Tom's question—what Harvard’s educators said not too and the P'easure derived in parti- BrWn. Main gtreet. Thursday
f'**‘ ’’^nd *ion
Write to M. C.
j long ago that we are ceasing to ciPation from such’ U concerned, evening.
WOMAN wanted to live in with
NUTE STORES. Boothbay Har an elderly lady as housekeeper
if we face the matter honestly. , Rus.„,n Hilton has been in Bosi
a
rather
remarkable
woman
in
April
We know we haven’t the com know how to think and with the
bor, Maine, or call at our nouse and companion. TEL. 1021-W.
1 think about thls matter a ton, attending a poultry show.
more ways than one. I also re- plete answer but some things we TV craze there is a possibility we
in Owls Head Sundays Feb. 12 and
The Thursday night meeting of
14*16
great deal, as do many others,
The Waldoboro Lions Club will
Feb. 19. Sorry but phone has been
the Warren Woman’s Club was member Ernest Hawkins very do know. We the older ont.s know may forget how to converse in
WANTED: Two choppers to oostnoned to a later date to be we” and of course Alice Pteke that with the advent of the radio telligently. A little harsh to be but have no solution to offer, for observe its 25th anniversary on
disconnected.
16-21
work on Ash Island. Contact HARSturgis who was a childhood play- there was much distraction fron) sure, yet there is a grain of truth
a™
™d°*^
!?'’• .'S’
OLD INGERSON, Freeport Me., j announced.
But I can urge you to think more Meenahga Grange Hall. Lions Insale for coal, wood, installed with Telephone UNiversity 5-4205.
in
it.
mate. My sister, Elsa, had a musfcai study and participation.!
The
public
Health
Coun
3 pipes only $300. Also forced air
Frank J.
14-16
Christmas note from Winifred Then later came television and1 All over the country our educa- and take inventory of what you tentattOMl Director
oil systems. 275 gal. tank install
cil has received a report from
have as inner resources. You Horty of Wilmington. Del., will
Shaw
Fales
who
said
she
had
read
the
comic
books,
and
with
them
tional
system
is
under
fire,
our
AIRLINES NEED
ed by experts in 1 day complete,
Raymond H. Brown, Damari
might be surprised.
• be the guest speaker. The meet
Men and Women
your article with much interest musical effort on the individual’s apathy stirred by the discovery
no upset. Anywhere. Nothing to
ing will also be termed “Harold
High School graduates, 18 to 39, scotta optician and one of five and was putting it in her scrap- part waned more and more. Con- that “Johnny Can’t Read” norj
pay 'til May, then take 36 mo3.
I have been asked to list the Gross Night” in honor of the
We call. Write today. SUPERIOR to train for well-paid positions, from the Knox-Lincoln Optometri- book. Also Elsa had a Christmas versation began to become almost spell nor write. Miss
Coughlin
remaining Community Concerts clubs district governor. CommitHEATING CO.. 351 Sherwood technical or nontechnical. Public cal Association which conducted
art, since nearly everyone was a dedicated teacher, and you
contact, hostesses, conimunica- for ^e seCond year, a visual sur- note from Nellie Hatch Hall who a
St., Portland, Tel. Sp. 3-8617.
in the state w’hich I am doing by tee arrangements is A. A. Weeks,
said that her late husband, Vic- owning a TV spent a good part of may be sure that her pupils knew
month
16*30 tionists. reservatists. radio opera
vey screening in grades, 4, 6. 8.
Wilbur Hilton. Douglass Parent.
tors, station agents, etc.
Good of Darren schools Dec 14 Twen- t0F ^a"’ a's0 sang *n the ®P*S' their time “glued’’ to the screen, how to read and spell and write.
DRY Sawed, Slab Wood for
Feb. 10. Claudio Arrau, pianist, I Mrs. Esther
Gross, County
c°Pa' choir when I did, it seems while the children in odd mo- There are still dedicated teachers Portland.
! clothing leader of Lincoln and
sale. Delivered. Tel. CRestwood ^jg0 interviewing men to train for ty-seven of the total who undeithat
some
of
his
folks
w
’
ere
Episments
perused
the
comics.
There!
but
the
incentives
for
producing
3-2829. LELAND BOGGS, JR., specialized
television-electronics , went the tests are in need of eye
Feb. 15, Jesus Sanroma, pian- Knox
Extension
Service
w’ill
Warren.
ik»iv positions of serviceman, camera15*17
attention
copallans and some were Bap- js a definite slowing up of cultur- dedicated teachers are not so
ist, Waterville.
demonstrate and exhibit braided
HAY for sale, baled and loose, man, technicians.
Qualify now.
tists. so Victor would sing in thc a| interests. And in viewing this evident as perhaps they used to
Feb. 20, Boris and Hobi, Dan- rugs for the Rockland women’s
ALTON PEASE, North Appleton Approved for Korean Veterans.
The February meeting of the choir at the Episcopal church in fact i am reminded of the golden be. Our teachers for the greater
Club at 7.30 p. m., Tuesday in the
_____________________________ IS’” Preliminary training need not in- Warren Women's Club which was the morning and then rush like gralnjs in the teaching of Miss part arc underpaid; there is little cers. Augusta.
March 15. Men of Song, Port- Farnsworth Museum workshop,
CUSHMAN Maple Drop Leaf For^Mreonal interview ^vi^te°o postponed Feb' 2’ wl11 be held at mad to the Baptist Church for Anna Coughlin.
1 real inducement for young men
1
—
------------------------------- i A M" Andrewg, P. O. Box 102, 2 P- ”•
WedntlSday
‘he C°n- Sunday School.
Anna Coughlin was unqucstion.: and women to enter the teaching land.
table
for sale, ---like new. approx,
April 2, Virtuosi di Roma, Ban- mother. Lettie Prior, w’ho has
Dr. Clara
4 ft., will seat 8 to 10. $65. TEL. Damariscotta, Maine giv ng te,e- gregational Chapel.
“As near as I can learn, it ap- ably one of the finest teachers field. and this statement is borne g°r’
! been ill.
1573._________________________ 15-17 phone number. Veterans give date Eastman will speak on “Maine
and The Hearts of Her Poets"
I PCa"' ‘h3t
°f
°Ur Sch°°Is eVer had’ She was °Ut
"Um'
APril 5, Men of Song. WaterCIRCULATING Heater and fit- of discharge and service schools
Edward Murphy. Kenneth Gifnci
| nQW avana|,ie |n Rockland has de- cited |,y thc then Dean Sills of her of men and women are leavted wood for sale, also bench saw attended. AIRLINE TRAINING
Congregational Mission Circle teriorated a great deal from the Bowdoin College as one of the! ‘nK the teaching profession to en- '‘A_rU n Herman Godes plan- 1°'^ a'.'d . S,tephe,n garter were
DIVISION,
of
Central
Institute.
and motor. KATHLEEN HUNT,
April 11. Herman Godes,’
more
lucrative positions
business visitors to the mainland
14-16 will meet at 2 p. m. Thursday earlier days which you and I can outstanding educators in thc East,! ter
Conway Rd., Box 373, Camden
ist. Ellsworth.
last Wednesday,
with
Mrs.
Willis
R.
Vinal.
Rev.
so
W
'ell
remember,
when
there
one
w
ho
could
have
gone
far
in
where
they
can
cam
a
decent
liv_____________________________ 15-17
EXPERIENCED Young Man
April 17. Kenneth Smith, bar-i Heber Poland is a patient at
SEWING Machines, drop head, I wants job driving truck. Tel. Curtis Cady Busby will show a WCre many really talented musi- teaching field. In her teaching she >nKf°r their
families and themitone, Belfast.
Miles Memorial Hospital. All wish
for sale, at 138 CAMDEN ST., Tel. | THOMASTON 174.
14-16 film strip entitled, “The Waking cians there capable
,.eacheil the
pable of
of giving
giving aa Dpreached
the value
value of
of eultivati
cultivating/selves
him a speedy recovery.
1091-W.
14-16
ELDERLY or middle-aged wo Giant" based on the church work better than ordinary rendition of cultural tastes, of developing ln-| I am not one who would wish to!
r» Mexico.
ovion
A
a
inrr nf
Vi n T.o_
<
j.
_ iV4
A tvmeeting
of ♦the
La almost
TWO Copper Hot Water Boilers man wanted as a companion. To 5in
any xtype of music
that
ner resources; she gave meaning go back to "the good......
old days”I, ® Apr" |i 19 Beaux Arts Trio Lew'd ^rs' Stephen Carter
with fittings for sale, $35. Also, live in for room and board. Warm, dies’ Circle w’ill follow. There
and children. Stevie and Jimmie
might be called for instrumental. |0 |ke words service and respon- but I still deeply believe there |a(On
end heater. $25; slate set tub. comfortable. Call 618-J or write 17 will be no public supiper.
Lee were supper guests of thc
as well as vocal.
! jbility. She
instilled into her were qualities in “the good old
$10.
A $650 cash register used j OCEAN STREET,
14*16
April 20. Beaux Arts Trio. Wa . Cecil Priors on Thursday.
“How near could you come to- students the feeling for words, day” which we might emulate, terville.
three years for $250. Electric
SALESMEN WANTED
A new drill, developed for cut day to matching a group like the love of good books, appre- One of these qualities was the dewashing machine, like new. tubUnlimited earnings under our
April 23. Marie Braggiotti. piwringer type, only $35. CHARLES
ting man and air shafts in deep Clara Spear, Julia Spear, Lutic ciation and value of music and velopment of inner resources, for
salary and commission plan. All
anist, Rockland.
*
E. BICKNELL, IL Phone 1647-W
coal
mines,
will
cut
a
hole
75
SEE CARR'S
ll 'tf I bene®ts including life insurance,
Barney, Agnes Shaw’, Lena Law- the arts in general. In the last thne there was no radio, no TV,
-------------------------hospital and
dependents. Car inches in. diameter and recently rence, Linna Henderson, Mildred years of her teaching in Rock- no comic books. We had only to
POULTRY MEN Attention: Here I necegsary
Apply by phone to bored 467 feet straight down.
GIVE AWAY AD
Clark, Lotte McLaughlin, Grace land High she seemed to see the rely on these inner resources for| LOUDVILLE
.
is your opportunity to convert i tel 1724 for appointment. 8-tf
has return- ”*
Strout, Jennie Ingraham, Agnes handwriting on the wall, for she our entertainment if nothing more| Mrs. Lois Anderson *.<xo
your broiler bouses to hot water----- ————— ---------------------------On Page 2
heat. 1 have three second hand
CASH for old guns In any conPooler, Ed and Sam Tibbetts, often deplored the fact that Latin and thereby our lives, even if we ed to her home at Glen Cove af- a
hot water boilers with a capacity diti°n. H and HL hinges, porccWill Tibbetts, Clarence Pendleton, was being removed from some of were not destined to go on to ter spending a few days with her
Clerk
Wanted
of 465 ft. of hot water radiation lain’ pottery, glass, silver, paintJohnny Wilson, Elmer Davis, just ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------lor sale. Should be enough for a 'n£s- and furniture. Top current
For Super-Market
to mention a few. (Tom was kind
10,000 bird house. Price $85. PriCGS paid. G. BEECHE, 33 Main
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II st ' Thomaston. Write or Tel. 209
No Experience Necessary
enough to include my name in the
Phone 1647-W
11-tf 1 mornings or after 4 p. in.
7-rR
Age 20-40. References
list and 1 most certainly can in-!
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo ScrFOR SAIE
elude his as his fine voice and
WRITE
L
P.
vice.
Ask
for
it
at
your
local
store
Pistols, shotguns, rifles, tele
musicianship added
much to
or
at
GIFFORD'S,
Rockland,
Me.
scope sights, mounts, ammunition,
Care of Courier-Gazette
Rockland's
musical
picture
for
1-U
handloading supplies, and other
16-17
many years.) And then there was
shooting accessories. CAMDEN
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
SPORTING
GOODS.
(Allan N Inside and out, all work positively
Lilian Sprague
Copping, and
_
Forsyth). Sherman s Point. Phone guaranteed. Will furnish material
“Aunt” Emma Wight and Carrie
SERVICES
Camden 2675_________________ 1-tf WnrU accepted Ware-- in Cam-) ■
Shaw as accompanists. And there
Estimates free. VAN E. RUSBERT'S Machine Shop Welding, was thc Orpheus Club of instru
Phone 676-M
Post Office brazing, burning, lawn mower
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC
1 oh-taBox 701, Rockland.
73tf sharpening. 11 BAYVIEW SQ. Tel. mentalists as well as the old Me
Yonr
|
14f16 servey Quintet. And oh yes, I for
DON’T discard your old or 1383-W.
OBOSLF.Y BKNDEK
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN ~CESSPOOLS and Septic Tanks got to mention, A. Ross Weeks
Dealer
NEWMAN for restoring and re- cleaned by machine. C. E FEN- among the singers as well as
442 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND
PHONE 721
umshing
48 Masonic St
Tel. DERSON SANITARY SERVICE. George Torrey. You will probably
mat 1106-M_________________________ltf Tel. 1314 Rockland. 24 hr., 7 day recall quite a few more that do
8*16 not come to my mind at the mo
IRON Steei Metai Kag, .uo service.
wanted.
Call
123
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; reg Batteries
WE repair and service all ment. (And I do although 1 know
ular $10 95 for $6 95. NORTH MORRIS GORDON A SON, Cor makes of sewing machines and
EASTLAND
TRADING
I*OST. Leland and Tea Sta. Rockland vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW there must be still more—but I
• u ,<
Thomaston.
1-tf
ING MACHINE CO..
395 Main add Lydia Storer, Stanley Cush
street, Rockland. Tel. 1724. 8-tf ing, Katherine Feehan Veazie,
PIPE FOR SALE
MUSIC lessons. Trumpet, Trom Raymond Tibbetts, Chester WyiBlack and galvanized. All sizes,
TO LET
bone. Clarinet, Saxophone and [ ]|e John Robinson, Harold and
low prices BICKNELL MFG. CO.,
Lime St
1-tf
UNFURNISHED 5 Room Apt Accordion. GIFFORDS. Tel. 146 Raymond Greene, Adelaide Cross
121tf
BABY Parakeets for sale, full "'tb ba*b to *e*’ TEL. 1339-W or
Esther Perry
Howard. Nettie
line of parakeet foods and mineral
Uti r 5._____
________ 16-18
Bird Frost, these all singers.)
health grit GRACES GARDENS ■' FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Ap’
CHICKS “What has happened now?
Mrs Charles A Swift, 9 Booker kit. stove and parlor stove to let
St Thomaston Tel 374
1-tf in Rockland, also 4 rm. apt. with
SEX-LINK chicks from Maine
“I forgot to tell you that when
Window SHADES and BLINDS klt- stove at 17 Main St., Thomas- U. S. Approved Pullorum typhoid I was in Colorado in 1953, I had
for sale, custom made Call us, ^on- Call MIKE ARMATA, Tel. clean for sale.
An exceptional
15*17 : cross for good livability, large a chance to visit the Cathedral
free installation Tel. 801.
SEA 1051-R
DUTCH where I sang as a boy in 1896. It J
COAST PAINT CO.. 440 Main St.,
THREE Rms. and Bath Apt to eggs and heavy birds.
Kocmand
1-tf let. elec, stove and refrig., ther- NECK HATCHERY, Melville W. was a vesper service on a Sunday
mostatic heat and hot water. DAVIS, Tel. TEmple 2-9480, Wal- afternoon and I had the pleasure
CALL 1616.
16-18 doboro Maine
8-’J of hearing the present boy choir
UNFURN 4-rm apt~aiwfa“rurn. | “CLEMENTS RED-ROCK BLACK
sing, and I can tell you that it was
RELIABLE Medium can help 3-rm. apt. to let. both with heat, j PULLETS — Rugged health, low
you. Mail 10 questions, $1.06. MRS. H&C water,
waste
removed. I mortality and high flock aver- a very fine performance.”

WALDOBORO

EGGS &

MISCELLANEOUS

ages make them favorites for
egg
production.
commercial
Maine — U. S. Approved Pul
lorum
Clean.
Also
Lcgnorr
Pullet Chicks, Reds, and Golden
Crosses for eggs — White Rocks
TEI. 6,32._________________
12-11 for meat and hatching eggs. Write
CLEMENTS CHICKS. INC., Route
THREE rm apt. to let. Hot wa 33. Winterport, Maine.
(2)
ter, elec. refrig., gas range.
Adults. 29 BEECH ST., Tel. 1116W___
12*19
REAL ESTATE
UNFURN. 4 Rm ifpstairs Apt
SIX
Room House with cellar &
to let with bath and shower. TEL.
290-R.
8-tf shed for sale. 24 Lower Broad
way. Lights & Water. $2,700. I will
FTVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let, hold mortgage. V. F. STUDLEY.
central heat. CALL 798 after 12 172 Broadway.
14-tf
noon.
157-tI

E. MERITHEW. 838 Cypress Ave., Adults only, no pets. Inquire in
Ukiah. California
15*17 person at 8 SUMMER ST.
13-tf
CASH in on the big spring sellFURNISHED or Unfurnished
Ing season. Be an Avon Reprc- apt.to let with tile bathroom,
sentative in your neighborhood
heat and hot water, use of auto.
Write MRS. RUSSELL JOHNSON wash. mach.
Centrally located
Avon

District Manager,

Augusta

Rd.

Waterville
14*19
WELL! WELL! WELL!
If it is water vou need, write
R. W DRINKWATER. Well Drill
ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135
Camden.
Tel. 2768. Installment
plan also available, no down pay
ment necessary. Member of NewEngland and National Association
1-tf

CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS

R^hed Apartment’to jet
adults.
Inquire in person at 11
£AMES STREET
147-tf
HEATED and Unhealed Fum.
apts. to lit from $7 to $15 a week,
Fully equipped with bath, free hot

.
- — - „ -.a
automatic cleaning
equipment!
Free Inspection and estimates.
SAN] SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated. Tel, Camden
2687
72tf

and coin

FREE ESTIMATES

ARTHUR CULLEN

FILMS DEVELOPED
Enlarged
ex Jumbo Prints
In
In Albums
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75

8

' SPRECHEN SIE“ DEUTSCH?
Translations and private German
Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE
UPTON. Camden 2088
67-tf
Northeast Airlines, connec
tions made for all lines. Gllfords
Rockland Me
89tf

/ITAlUi Ntr ®

i

REAL

ESTATE

CO..

Dorothy

Dietz, Camden 2117 or 8897. 16-lt

Cousens' Realty
Bnxlne.s Opportunities
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings

Please Remit with Coin

21 LIMEROCK ST.

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE

TEL. 1538

P. O. Box 546, Dept. A.
BAB UAKIMIR, 31A1NK

Ten counties in the United
States each produced more than
coal in 1953.

Rockland
148-tf
TT

frontage Ind. in sale. MDCURITY

LICENSED PLUMBER
12 North St
Thomaston, Me.
Tel. 234
74-tf

ol

CAIsI. 928
41 Limerock St.

stoves, rubbish removed free. V.
F STUDIjEY, 77 Park St., Tel.
8060 and 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234.
TOURIST Home on Route No. 1
•
1-U for sale, long established. Open
year round.
All furn. & shore

PLUMBING and HEATING

10,000,000 tons

MOM witii I

FOR REAL ESTATE
Austin D. Nelson

119-tf

Across from Post Offlrs
152-tA.

LsssssaassusssssssaasxsM

In a large part of the period
encompassing the musicians Toni
has mentioned, there was the'
Wight Philharmonic Society, com
posed of men and women, many'
of whom w’ere trained singers,
who under able leadership, stud-'
ied and rehearsed some of the1
world’s finest choral works as
well as excerpts from operas and
oratorios, some of the latter in
their entirety, such as “The Mes
siah” “Elijah” “The Creation,”
Verdi’s “Requiem,” etc. Later
each year this chorus became a
part of the Maine Music Festival
which under the direction of Wil
liam Rogers Chapman, was one
of the greatest muscial benefits
this state has ever had. In this
period the churches for the most'
part had trained singers either in
chorus or in quartet. I recall two
quartets composed of all trained
singers who in addition to the
best anthem
writing excerpts'
from oratorios and cantatas, at:
times with an augmented group. |
perhaps a double quartet, giving
these in their entirety. We had
competent vocal teachers—Lillian'
Sprague Copping, Agnes Pooler.'
Clarence Pendleton, later Allan
Ramsay who came over from
Bath each week to teach, and
Lotte McLaughlin. The Rubin-1
stein Club had a large and active
membership devoted to present-

£as7/ way to break the small car habit it
It’s the hardtop buy of the year

with the most power and size per
dollar of. any car in this style.

in the industry—the mighty Strato-Streak V-8?

Where else at a price so low can you get the
luxury of Pontiac’s optional Straio-Flight Hydra-

Matic—America’s newest, smoothest automatic

transmission?

If you’re accustomed to buying in the low-

Where else at a price so low can you find a big

priced-three range, chances are you’re paying for

122-inch wheelbase, such luxurious interiors and

Pontiac’s size,

[lerforrnanee and distinction—

all the other fine-car features that put you so

but you’re not getting it! As a matter of fact, you’re

squarely on even terms with buyers of far costlier

not even coming close!

cars? Come in and see how easily this heart-lifting

Where else at a price so low can you enjoy boss

Strato-Streak beauty can he yours. Once you

ing the most modern, most advanced power plant

do, you’ll be out of the small-car class forever!

You can actually buy a big, glamorous Pontiac 860far less
than you would pay for H models of thc low-priccd three!

^Pontiac

C. W. HOPKINS & SON, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND MAINE
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Installing Windows At Expedite Plant

UNION

SENATOR SMITH SEES MUSKIE OUT FOR DISNEY ARTIST VISITS ROCKLAND
CONGRESS, COFFIN FOR GOVERNOR;

MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Friendly Circle will hold a din
ner Tuesday Feb. 7. at Methodist
vestry.
Miss Florence Thurston has re
turned to her home after several
weeks stay, following a surgical
operation in a Boston hospital.

Seven Tree Grange meets Wed
nesday for regular meeting. Mrs.
Aubyne Hawes is refreshment
chairman.
All Caravan girls are invited to
attend a buffet supper Tuesday,
Feb. 14 at 5.30 p. m., at the Naz
arene
Parsonage.
A
regular
meeting will follow the supper.

Mrs. Bessie Carroll is a surgi
cal patient at Knox Hospital in
Rockland.
The 68 pupils of grades one ■
through grade nine were given
polio shots at a clinic held January 30.

Bible Study Group Wednesday!
evening at Methodist vestry at
7.30 p. m., followed by an official
board meeting.
Members of Flight B of the
9280th Air Reserve Squadron en
tertained their wives Thursday
night at the Blackington and
Heald establishment in Union.
An Informal supper was served
by the men with thc rest of thc
evening devoted to games.

Those present included Major
and Mrs. Robert Heald Major and
Mrs. Harold Arnold of Camden;
Captain and Mrs. Clyde Campbell
of Waldoboro; Lieut, and Mrs.
Kenneth Alley of Camden; M/Sgt.
and Mrs. Walter Rich; T/Sgt. and
Mrs. Donald Taylor. T/Sgt. and
Mrs.
Carleton Taylor all
of
Union and T/Sgt. and Mrs. David
Eaton of Rockland.

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

WATCH CHANNEL 8
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

$

6.15 to 6.45
<•
«»And See the Demonstration off*

:: DUTCH BOY MIRACLE PAINT J
NALPLEX

nalplex
new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish
• ODORLESS

• DRIES FAST

| • EASY CLEAN-UP WITH WATER :

• LOVELY COLORS ,

IKE DECLINING NOMINATION
Quoddy
will be a Nixon-Luce combination.
The big legislature news this 1
The Vice Presidency
past month was the final passage .
The proposal of Herbert Hoover
of Senate Joint Resolution 12. the
new position of Ad
I to create
Quoddy Survey Resolution. This
ministrative Vice President in
was most gratifying to me for I
addition to the existing position of
am now in my eighth year of '
Vice President will get nowhere.
fighting for Quoddy. The Senate
When asked by May Craig for my
has now passed Quoddy legislation reaction to the Hoover proposal
four times—in 1949, 1954. 1955 and
several weeks ago, I said that
1956 by unanimous votes—roally since it has become practice for
remarkable in view of the fact Vice Presidents rarely to perform
that at the very height of his pow the only daily job assigned to
er President Roosevelt was never them by the Constitution—that of
able to get the Senate or Congress presiding over the Senate—and
to approve Quoddy legislation.
since instead presiding over the
The failure of the House up un Senate had been relegated to an
til this time to agree with the unwanted duty assignment to the
Senate in approval of the Quoddy less busy freshmen and junior
Survey Resolution has been dis Senators, it seemed to me that
appointing. But I was very grati we had better first study whether
Things are moving ahead once more at the new plant of Expedite Manufacturing Company on New fied in the manner in which House
County road in Roekland. Aluminum window framing, glass panels and glass, long delayed, have arrived Speaker Rayburn. House Republi the Constitutional duties of the
existing office of Vice President
and workmen are fast closing in the huge building. Starr Brothers, the contractors, say that the installation will take about three weeks and that the pouring of the cement slab floor will follow as soon as the can Leader Martin and the neces weie being performed before we
area can be dried out. It is expected that the building will be ready for occupancy in the late spring sary majority of members of the started adding additional Vice
and possibly in operation by mid-summer.
Photo by Cullen House Rules Committee responded
Presidents.
to my personal pleas and gave
T
Apparently my feeling is shared
pleased to hear she is getting
their personal pledges to me to by many in the Senate and more
along so nicely at the Knox Hos
Friendship
support the Quoddy Survey Reso* serious consideration is being
NORTH HAVEN
pital, Rockland.
lution.
HELEN FALES
given to taking the Vice President
ETTA
F.
BEVERAGE
Miss Gwen Winchenbach was a
Correspondent
out of the Legislature branch al
Correspondent
The Presidency
Tel. Temple 2-9954
weekend guest of friends in
Telephone 16-4
together and putting him ex
The
guessing
game
as
to
wheth

Appleton on Sunday.
er President Eisenhower will run clusively in the Executive Branch
Miss "Jeannine Cushman of Bos
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Simmons
ton has returned to her studies at of Camden were guests of her
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Whit for a second term continues with under the President instead of
Fisher College after spending a mother, Mrs. Janie C. Murphy tington of Vinalhaven were Sun a growing belief that he will not over the Senate.
Natural Gils Bill
few days with her parents, Mr. and sister Rosa on Sunday.
day guests of their daughter and run. In the presidential poll I initiated last month in your paper.
At this writing the Natural Gas
and Mrs. Vernon Cushman. «
Mr. and Mrs. William Pottle family. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Chief Justice Warren led all others , Bill rebate is approaching a close
Sprague.
Miss Lorna Miller of Waldoboro were in Waldoboro Sunday.
spent the weekend with her aunt,
Cards have been received from as your choice in the event Ike | and the vote may have been taken
Mrs. Carrie McFarland and Ar
does not run for another term, by the time you read this. On the
Mrs. Marcia Davis.
thur McFarland. Jr., who have Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bunker of their
He ran far ahead of preferences day that the debate started on
safe
arrival
in
Florida,
at
37
1/2
been ill, are much improved at
expressed for Nixon, Knowland. } this bill I was Acting Republican
Braden
Drive,
Braden
Castle
this writing.
Park, Bradenton, Fla., with the Saltonstall and Smith. But, as of Floor Leader in the Senate. I have
Tenants Harbor
Gordon Winchenbach and Elden
Hon. Arthur E Emerson also now, I think that Chief Justice ' never seen as much lobbying
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
Cook returned to the University
Warren will stick to his refusal • going on in my 16 years in Confrom North Haven.
Correspondent■
of Maine. Orono, Sunday, with
Telephone 59
The North Haven ferry scow is i to run. It seems to me that the gress as on this bill. Pressure of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Foster after
pulled out for repairs at the J. 0.1 most likely 1956 Republican ticket various types are being used by
a weeks’ vacation.
Brown and Son’s boat yard.
I -=■■■
---- the lobbyists ranging from subtle
Mrs. Elmer Johnson who has
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Mank
been a patient at Knox County
Several have asked when the shown at Nebo Lodge on Tuesday to crude, from sincere to phony,
General Hospital, has rdturlbed who have been residing at thc Thorofare was frozen over last. evening. “Ma and Pa Kettle’’ from friendly to hostile.
home of her mother. Mrs. Basil
home.
As near as I can find out it was| which was much enjoyed by those
Since Maine is neither a gasBurns, have moved to their new
the winter of 1948 at least, since I who attended,
Thc Clara Long Missionary So
producing state nor a gas-con
i home at Broad Cove.
the North Haven II was pur-|
ciety will meet at the home of
suming state, Maine people would
Pythian Sisters Installed
chased. Frank Waterman has pic-1
Mrs. Harold Dowling, Harts Neck,
not be so directly affected by the
Officers lor 1956 which were re
Read The Courier-Gazette
turps which were taken by Lloyd
Tuesday afternoon.
cently installed by Mrs. Susie outcome of this bill as would peo
Whitmore, showing the North
Mrs. Arthur Frieder is a surgi
Wooster; M. E c.. Mrs. Lucy ple of other states. I am concern
Haven at Pulpit Harbor Beach
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
Morrison: P. C., Mrs. Agnes Bev- ed. however, about the possibility
bridge discharging freight and
John Morris, who is confined to
I erage; M E S.. Mrs. Elizabcth that this bill would lead to a rise
passengers. That was before the
J Bunker; M E.J.. Mrs. Olive Cur- in gas-heating prices and thus
his home by illness, is somewhat
new bridge was built.
improved.
J tis; Secretary,
Mr <. Dorothy might, in turn, lead to a rise in
Mrs. Stahley Carlson of Long
Quinn; Treasurer, Mrs. Mary fuel oil prices to Maine people
dinner guest on Thursday of,
since substantially the same peo
Cove, is a patient at Knox Hospi
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Lincoln, as Grant; Protector, Mrs. Rita Wiltal.
ple in Texas and Oklahoma pro
liams;
Guard.
Mrs.
Cynthia
With

she attended the I.C.M.S. here.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
erspoon; Pianist, Mrs. Eunice duce gas and fuel oil.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Martin of
Ralph Colson were Wilfred Carl
Curtis; Trustees. Mrs. Elizabeth Major legislative Controversy in
Vinalhaven were in town Sunday.
son of Fitchburg. Mass., and Mrs
im
Clarence J. Stone was in Rock-1 Bunker, Mrs. Nellie Beverage and
Emma Furbish of South Wey
Mrs. Norma Beverage.
It looks now as through the
land on Thursday.
VII ICiTIS
Elsji iRl
mouth, Mass.
The high school had a movie
Mrs. Bernice Crockett of Wist
Rockport, substituted in the Pri
mary School three days last week. Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
Mis. Audrey Hupper of Port Clyde
will be thc substitute teacher, dur
2
3 4
8
I
b
5
7
ing Mrs. Fricder's convalescence.1
9
10
12
II
Mr. and Mrs. Richard McIntosh ■
and infant son of Bangor were J
13
14
Ib
15
17
weekend guests of Mrs. McIn
tosh’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Enar
18
20
19
21
Hyvarincn.

iz

LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT.
Mrs. Janie C. Murphy has re
turned home from the Bath Me
morial
Hospital.
Her
many!
friends are glad to hear that she
is much improved.
Mrs. Elden Cook and infant j
daughter Susan have returned,
A Factory Representative
home from Knox Hospital.
Will Be At Our Store
Mrs. Frank Hatch of Mississippi
Friday, Feb. 10th
is at the home of Mrs. Ruth Dow
To Demonstrate the New
.......to........
..
due
the illness
of her mother. |
-One Stroke’ One Coat Miracle? I Mrs. Dow, who is in the Camden
Memorial Hospital.
Wallpaint, Dutch Boy's
Mrs. W. P. Lawry is a patient '
Nalplex Paint
i at the Knox Hospital, Rockland, i
Qt. $1.69
Gal. $5.66
Boy Etheridge of Portland was
38 Colors To < boose From
Sunday guest of Bedfield Miller.
FREE
FREE
FREE
-FREE
Master Bennett Brown who has
J‘A Paint Roller and Tray, Com-,
be<
n a surgical patient in the
'Ipiete, Value $1.50, will be given 4
1’with each gal. and a 2 inch** Children’s Hospital in Boston, is
'’Nylon Brush, value 79c will bei now at his grandmother's. Mrs.
<»given with each 2 qt. purchase.* Helen Cooke in West Roxbury,
;; FREE-2 PRIZES EACH NIGHT: Mass.
Wardell McFarland has employ
A China Table Lamp
ment at the Morse Boat Shop in
Value $5.95
Thomaston.
and
The many friends of Miss Eda
A Gal. of National Lead
Lawry in this vicinity are very

Gray Paste Paint

Value $4.00
Will Be Given Away FREE
' ■ Each Night At Closing Time,
: ;to be drawn off by a Chamber;
I inf Commerce official at our.
•’store, Thurs. and Sat. at 5, l'ri?f
' J;at 9 p. m. A ticket will be given,
—with curb dollar purrhusc.

gCarr's Wallpaper;
:: and Paint Center
586 MAIN ST.

KOCKLAXDj

GREATEST

BARGAIN

Fage Five

CLOSING STORE
| SELLING ALL MATERIALS AT
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Including Tables, Seales
and Other Items
OPEN MONDAY
THRU THI BSD AV

Purple Door

Remnant Shoppe
470 MAIN ST.

AN1J
ROCKLAND
11-TATh-tf
rh-tfj

23

24

23

2b

io

2.9
ii

33

34

35

41

44

45

49

50

54

55

b4

3b

tl

1000
S GRAIN

Aspirin|
$1.19

1.25 Val. Nationally Adv.

...WE DIDN’T DESIGN

98c
53

b3

t7
b9

HORIZONTAL

1-Mock
5-A seed covering (pi.)
9-Begins over again
11-Dogmas
13- Girl’s name
14- Ever (contr.)
16- American poet
17- At this time
18- Musical note
19- Containing more reed
21- Egyptian god
22- Befits
25- Fasten
26- A number
29-Pig-pen
3G-Even (contr.)
31- Masculine (abbr.)
32- Decay
35-Apportion
38- Owns
39- Consume
40- Harbors
42-Large mammal of
South America
44- In' a greater degree
45- By
47-Over (contr.)
49-Part of the face (pi.)
51- Epoch
52- Terminated

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
54- Conjunction
55- Basket for carrying
a load on the back
58- Fifty-one
59- Rcgret extremely
61- Aged
62- Likewise not
63- Part of a fish
64- A tract of land
66-Totake cognizance of
68- Cures hides
69- Decays

VERTICAL
1- Talent
2- Tavern
3- Exist
4- Wide-mouthed
pitchers
5- Peeks
6- Ahead
7- Lalr
8- Hoards
9- A rodent (pi.)
10- Look
11- Part of the foot
12- Large web-footed
bird

49c

VERTICAL (Cont.)
15- Repulse
16- Auricle of the ear
20-Expire
23- Pronoun
24- Wind of cyclonic
force
27- Sensation
28- Large cask
33- Propeller
34- Suffix denoting an
agent
36- Grassy meadow
37- Lick up ,
40- Hawaiian food
41- Waste
42- Drill
43- Crimson
44- To shove
46-Eagle
48- Mementoes
49- Heart
50- Stains
52- Mistake
53- Eat
56- A beverage
57- Eternity
60-Greek letter
63-Adapt
65-lndefinite article
67-Toward

NAME BRAND
WRIST WATCHES

10% Off

UP TO 5.00 VALUE

$1.59

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

NATURE DID . .

88c

1.00

We just followed nature's lead! Jumping-Jacks' unique,
68

79c

BILLFOLDS

UP TO 2.50 VALUE

38

bb

69c

LIPSTICKS

48

57

G5

94c Value
GLEEM TOOTH PASTE

PRESSURE SHAVE CAN

89c

67-

MOIflfHl

________ SPECIALS

1.50 Discontinued

52

5b

<

PERMANENT REFILLS

47

51

isAW

CUT RAT€ COSmeTICS
FREE CologneTo the Ladies

2&

43

4b

SAFETY
DOLLAR DAY

37

42

Muskie to Washington, there has
been some speculation that Maine
Democrats may spring a surprise
by running Governor Muskie for
the Second Congressional District
seat and State Chairman Coffiu
for Governor in 1956 instead oi
waiting for 1958.

L

39

40

to

biggest fights in Congress this
year will be over foreign aid and
the farm program. Prospects are
that the Democratic Congress
will give President Eisenhower
major defeats in his expressed
desires for a long term foreign aid
program and his opposition to
high, rigid farm price supports.
Skepticism is growing in Con
gress as to whether we can, buy
even temporary friendship and
supi>ort of such countries as Yugo
slavia which continue to flit with
Russia. The farm question looms
big this election year and specu
Iation is how far will the Adminlsration turn from its past, strict
adherence to flexible supports.
Ma ne Polities
Following the visit of Governor

il

38

59

27

Few artists in Hollywood know more about the fascinating stories
of L’nele Remus and such wonderful characters as Brer Rabbit, Brer
Bear and Brer Fox than slender, athletic Volus Jones, one of Walt
Disney’s top cartoon artists since 1934. And Volus is currently making
a tour of New England captivating folks with his lightning-quick draw
ings in connection with the re-release, in February, of Walt Disney’s
“Song of the South.** Jones visits in Roekland today and will make
personal appearances in the schools this morning. The Walt Disney
film, “Song of the South” is scheduled to play the Strand in Roekland
for Washington’s Birthday.

28.50

patented one-piece sole and heel fits the shape of a

SCHICK ELECTRIC RAZOR

youngster’s foot... soft, flexible leathers

FATHER JOHN'S MEDICINE

79c

$14.95

provide all the freedom of going bare

foot. Healthful... helpful in
learning how to walk.

40 HOUR ALARM CLOCKS

COLORS

$1.88
Guaranteed

WRISLEY SOAP SALE
17 Cakes

$1.00
1.00 Value

1.75 DuBarry

WATCH STRAPS

HAND AND BODY LOTION

88c

$1.10

$4-95

$i-75 to
A to E WIDTHS

TRAVEL ALARM CLARK

BUY CANDY NOW
FOR VALENTINE'S DAY
Most Boxes

$4.09

20% Off

5.19 Value
JUMPING JACKS SOLD ONLY IN ROCKLAND AT THE

QUALITY SHOE SHOP
488 MAIN STREET

Rockland Dollar Days

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THURSDAY
FRIDAY

EVENT

ASK FOR FREE TICKETS

SATURDAY

OF THE

You May Win FREE Complete Revere Ware Stainless Steel Cooking Set!

FEBRUARY

SEASON!

Value Approximately $150.00

9-10-11

UP TO 2.50 VALUE

3.50 Value

PIPES

CUFF LINK, TIE CLASP SETS

88c

$2.69

1.00 Tussy

6.00 RUBINSTEIN

HAND LOTION

HORMONE OIL and CREAM

50c

$3.50

2.00 Hazel Bishop

a

2.10 Value

'

EVE'N PARIS

BEAUTY KIT

COLOGNE and TALC

41.25

$1.00
16-M

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

RacHgnd Covrier-Gayette, Tuesday, February 7, 19*6

Page Six

Battle Of The Brays In Owls Head

THOMASTON CADET ABOARD STATE

THOMASTON
New* end Social Item*.

OF MAINE IN CARIBBEAN WATERS

Notice* and Advertisement* may be *ent
or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-6

Mia. Albert Harjula has re-|
turned to her home on Main
street after being a patient at
Knox Hospital.
Capt. Charles Spear is spend
ing a few days leave from his du
ties on the Mor-Mac-Dale withi
his family on Gleason street
Mrs. Winona Elliot of Millin
o< ket is caring for Mrs. Susie'
Ncwbert at her home on High,
street. Mrs. Flora Burton, who
has been at the Newbert home, is
ill at the home of Mrs. Ralph
Pease on Gleason street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Pierpont of
Orono spent the weekend as
guests of his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. N. A Tiffany of
Dakewood, R. I., have returned to
their home after spending a week
with their daughter and son-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Feyler.
Nelson Sabien motored to Portland Sunday
accompanied by
Mrs. Gertrude Sabien of Rock
land who is receiving treatment
at the Maine General Hospital,
and Joseph Rhodes who entered
the hospital for treatment.
A. R. Ibargucn of Farmington
will speak on "Astronomy • at the
Lions Club meeting Wednesday
evening at the Knox Hotel. A 6.30
supper will precede the meeting
George Tillson has graduated
from the University of Maine
where he majored in chemistry,
and w’ith Mrs. Tillson and family
he has gone to Barbeton. ‘Ohio,
where he has accepted a position.
Inspection of Grace Chapter.
OES., will be held Wednesday
evening at 7.30 with Worthy
Grand Matron Hazel K. Libby in
specting officer. A 6.30 supper for.
Eastern Star members will he
held with Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton.',
chairman.
The Auxiliary of Williams Bra
zler Post. A. I,.. met Friday night
at the Legion rooms. Reports of
the membership drive were given.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Robert
MacFarland and

Mrs. Charles Lawry.
Mrs. Kail Stetson was hostess
to the Dessert Bridge Club Thursday night at the Knox Hotel.
Those winning prises were: Mrs.
William Flint. Mrs. J. Edward
Elliot. Mrs. Rodney Feyler and
Mrs. AI Donaldson.
Mrs. Percival Pierpont entertained the Contract Club Friday
afternoon.
Prizes were won by
Mrs. Harold Dana and Mrs. Wllliani Flint. Others attending were
Mrs. Maynard Spear, Mrs. Arthur
Elliot. Mrs. R. H. Tanner, Mrs.
Harry Sweeney and Miss Hilda
George.
The February meeting of the
PTA will beheld Thursday evening at 7.30 at the Lura Libby
School. A 6 o’clock school lun.cn
supper will
be served to those
making reservations with
Mrs.
Aaron Clark or through the school
teachers or children not later
fhan Wednesday morning.
Scout Troop 215 will hold a
Court, of Honor Wednesday evening at 7 at the Federated
Church. A board of review will also be held that the public may be
Kiv('n the opportunity “> ohsorvo
the Procedure a Scout must pass
,hrouRt> to receive his awards.
The public is cordially invited to
attend.
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.,
John’s Episcopal Church met lastj
Friday night at the home of Mrs.
Leroy Seeking with Mrs. Elmer
‘
Seekins Leonard as co-hostess.
Plans were completed for a penny
sale to be held Thursday night at
7.30 at the Legion Rooms. Com-j

CAMDEN
MBS KENNETH HERP.ICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197
The Valentine Party for the
Sodalists of Our Lady of Good
Hope Catholic Church will be held
at the home of Miss Howard on
Wednesday, Feb. S at 7.30 p. m.

There will be a regular meeting
of Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge
Wednesday evening. Feb. ft. at
1OOF Hall.
The Ladies’ Circle of the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church will
meet in the church parlor Wed
nesday at 2 p. m.
The February meeting of the
Women’s Fellowship of the Con
gregational Church will be held
at the Parish House on Wednes
day at 7.30 p. m. with Miss Ber
nice Bartlett as the reader and
Miss Loena Lenfest leading the
worship service.
All members
are urged to attend.

s

ROCKPORT
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 3103

Photo by LanRlois
The Maine Maritime Academy training ship State of Maine, is now
enroute to its fourth port of call on a 7.000 mile (aribbean cruise and
aU hands are working to put the huge ship in top condition. Contributing to the cause is Midshipman Leroy Phil brook of Thomaston who is
pjC|,ure(j painting over the side. A junior at the academy, Philbrook is
specializing in the deck course. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Philbrook of Thomaston and is a graduate of Rockland High School.

mittens wanted ««’>*; Solicit. Chamber Chat
ing committee, Mrs. Lino Ano,
Mrs. Oiva Lampinen, Mrs. RonBy Ralph Bartlett
aid Gillis. Mrs. C. W. Spear and
j sometimes wonder if the dire
Miss Margaret Young. Refresh- conditions of our highways and
ment committee: Mrs. Ormand (be absolute necessity for so
Staples and Mrs. Hollis Young, many communities to ge^ relief
Jeanne Vinal celebrated her 9th ^as nOt made them forget the
ninth birthday Friday afternoon rPal means by which the State
by entertaining friends at the can avoid its unhappy position,
home of her parents, Mr. and »j»o me tbe whole matter goes
Mrs. William Vinal. Games were: back to a public understanding
played and prizes awarded. Each of what a statc commission adchild received favors. Jeanne re-1 ministration is and how it is con
SOCIAL DANCE
ceived many nice gifts. Refresh-, trolled.
Without understanding
ACORN GRANGE HAM,
merits included tw0 special cakes , commission functions the people
riSHING
made by Mrs. Vinal. Guests Were,, will never be able to get the beneEvery Saturday Night
Karen Johnson, Diane Guptill.l
of good government which a
Music by Hawaiianaires
Jane. Clark, Rita Harper, Ronnie commission administration should
Donation 50c
14-tf Robbins, Janet Prescott, Rebecca; contribute.
Larxen. Joanne Richards, Susan
A gutc Comnlij!sion is a group
Adams, Linda Emerson and Shlr-!of Mlected men free from

Under the present set up there
is no guarantee that any com
missioner will be permitted to
carry out a businesslike and
practical road policy. He has no
defenses against a minority politi
cal attack of a few influential
men. He has no guide or limit
to his own whims or opinions
which could prove detrimental to
the purposes the legislature in
tended. Again, he has no basis of
appeal to the common sense of
legislators or public. He can only
refer to the mumbo jumbo of leg
islation and precedents which
have permitted the conditions on
mid-Coast Route 1 and have fos
tered a concept of state highway
development
which
penalizes
whole areas of existing commerce
for pic in the sky.

Maine School Lunch Week w’ill
be observed at the Rockport Ele
mentary School on Wednesday
and Thursday. An invitation is
extended to parents, town offi
cials and the School Board. On
Wednesday parents of Grades one,
Two and Three are invited, the
menu consisting of chop suey,
carrots and celery sticks, bread
and butter, milk and butterscotch
pudding. On Thursday, the menu
will be vegetable breef stew,
bread and butter, milk and cake
with invited parents of Grades,
Four, Five and Six. Lunch will
be served at 11.30 a. m.

Rocklander Heads New S. A. Providence Center

Women’s Relief Corps
Fred A.
Norwood
National
Women’s Relief Corps met last
week at the home of Miss Marion
Weidman w’ith 15 members pres
ent. The group voted to donate
to the March of Dimes and the
Heart Drive.

Mrs. Dorothy Upham was in
stalled as junior vice president
by Mrs. Lillian Simonton, depart
ment chaplain assisted by Mrs.
Elizabeth Shyne as conductor and
The residential building of flic new Salvation Army < enter in Providence, K. I., one of several of
Mrs. Alice Simonton, past depart
an extensive plant which is managed by Major Clarence A. Simmons of Rockland.
ment president a.s chaplain.
renovation started under Major
Lieut, and Mrs. Carl Brungard
An invitation was accepted from
Simmons’ direction. In November,
the George S. Cobb Post Auxiliary have just returned to Rockland
the Army vacated its old quarters
of Camden to attend their instal after attending the dedication of
and set up temporary quarters in
lation Friday, Feb. 27, at 8 p. m.
the new Men’s Social Service Cen
the mill which was still under
Mrs. Lillian Simonton, executive
going remodeling.
Service Notes
board chairman, discussed with ter at Providence, R. I., operated
the members the plans for the by Major Clarence A. Simmons,
A leading chemical concern
booth at the High School Carnival. son of Mrs. Abbie F. Simmons of
The door prize was awarded to 110 Main street, Rockland.
calls coal “the greatest source of
Mrs. Stella Simonton and Mrs.
Major Simmons entered Salva
cheap and firm electric power
that can be created by any com
Alice Simonton the mystery pack tion Army w’ork from Rockland in
pany today.”
age.
Refreshments were served 1929 and on June 15, 1956 will
by Mrs. Georgia Walker and .Miss have completed 25 years active
Weidman and a social hour fol-l service as a Salvation Army offilowx»d.
cer.
The next meeting will be held j With the dedicatios of its new'
Weekdays—One Show at 7.15
at the home of Mrs. Betty Bohn-| center in Providence. New Engdell,
Camden
Road
on
Thursday
land
w
’
ill
have
one
of
the
largest
LAST SHOWING TONITE
: .v *
evening. At this meeting Lin Salvation Army centers in the
■ r.' •
■
( lark Gable - Jane Russell
Robert Ryan
coln’s birthday will be observed. world.
One hundred and sixty
Cameron Mitchell
Major Clarence Simmons
A Valentine party will be held thousand square feet of space lo
in . . •
at the home of Mrs. Alice Sim cated in two-three .story buildings building and two quonset huts,1
v'
I
onton.
Simonton’s
Corner
on and one, one and a half story will provide a housing unit for 125,
"THE TALL MEN"
Y •
i:
Thursday evening Feb. 16. Each
men, work shops and a shipping! Dehix Color and CineniaScope
member is requested to bring one ment being held at Lewiston. 'This! area a retail store where reno-|
Wednesday-Thursday
Valentine to exchange.
meeting will be held at the home vatcd furniture and clothing is
Burnley G. Harlow
The Incomparable . . .
The meeting of Feb. 23 will be of Mrs. Vinie Johnson, Camden soj^ an(j a garage where 24 Red
Burnley G Harlow, son of Mr.! chanK,'rt t0 Wednesday evening. Road. Washington’s Birthday will Shi€ld truck^s arc housPd
.
and Mrs. Harold Harlow of 501 Feb. 22, because of the tourna- be observed.
The new center is the former I
Main .street. Rockland, is at Fort
plant of the Colored Worsted Mill !
at 201 Pitman street in Providence |
Dix. N. J., for eight weeks of
WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY
aUCKL&Ni)
Army basic training. He is as
and w‘as purchased by the Salva
signed to B Company of the
tion Army after its Men’s Social 1
(Not Shown Saturday Mat.)
365th Regiment.
Center was taken by the State
SHOWS DAILY: 2.00-6.30-8.30
ol Rhode Island to make way for ■
Wakncr Bros, a WARN5RCOLOR
a. new highway. The mill build
Army Reserve To
ings were bought last June and

ley Doyle.
cal jnf]uence anti directed by the
Miss Judy Young celebrated her
to accompUsh a wclI
15th birthday Sunday afternoon by defined purpose in the interest
COMMUNITY BUILDING
entertaining friends at the home of the welfare of the state. To
i of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. this end it is essential that any
Every
James Young, in Cushing. The
commission be given broad pow
afternoon was spent taking pic
Wednesday Night tures and playing records. Judy ers of discretion and authority.
It is because of these broad powreceived many nice gifts. Re
ers that it is absolutely essential
7.SO P. M.
freshments were served including
that the purpose for relinquishing
two birthday cakes, one made by
Knox Connty
them be clearly defined and un
Fifth and Game Assn.
Judy’s grandmother, Mrs. Edith
derstood b>’ the people.
4-t-tf
Young and the other by Mrs. Wil
It is a menace to our form of
liam Anderson. Guests were: Jean
government to have any commis
Melgard, Joan Monroe. Melinda
sion clothed with necessary au
Mills, Betty Laine, Irene Saari
thoritative power, but without a
and Betty Rhoda.
Public Party
definite clear purpose which can
Mrs. Stone Guest Of Honor
achieve the goal of common wel
Mrs. Richard Stone was guest
fare. To me, this is the funda
SPECIAL GAMES
of honor at a stork shower given
mental difficulty which the peo
last week by Mrs. Neil Farcell
Every Tuesday Night
ple of Maine must contend with in
and Mrs. Dana Stone at the lat
the present highway situation.
ter’s home on Beeehu’ood street.
WILUAMS-BKAZIER POST
When such a poorly legislated
Decorations were in keeping with
commission exists, or has evolved,
NO. S7
Valentine’s. Mrs. Stone received
there is no way to get rid of it
many nice gifts. Refreshments|
Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building
except through the legislative
were served from a beautifully!
process which created it or by rel-T-tf
decorated table with the centerl volt against legislators who would
preserve it. To he a party to
distracting public attention to
I poor legislation, by the appointCALL 1 3 7 1 - for Heat Packed
I meat of a publicly trusted adminRANGE AND FUEL OIL
I istrator is to be unrealistic or a
MARITIME OIL CO.
party to willful public deception
for selfish purposes.
Hold Open House
16-U 1
The absurdity of legislation inThe reserve officers and men of
tendel to give Maine a W’ell
L'ZnLl
planned policy of highway devel Co. B 3Mth Infantry 76th Division
opment through a commission but °f Ro('kl;lnd win hold open house
ATTENTION POULTRYMEN
which Instead brings about a Thursday night in the City Coun
cil rooms in the city building on
commission charged not only with
Spring street.
spending state funds is certainly
Capt. Rex. Garrett states that
not common sense.
during the open house there will !
PLEASE CALL CHARLIE SHANE
| ]iie<»
being a heart shaped vase he information available which
liiled
with red and white carnahi’ of great interest to hoys in i
lions.
Invited guests were: Mrs, the 17*1, to 18 year age group.
I William Vinal.
Mrs. Wendell AI1 Persons interested in Army

PUBLIC PARTY

Photo bv Cullen
The snow over the weekend was just fine for snowballs, snow forts and snow’ covered small fry.
Youngsters in Owls Head Village built a snow fort and then promptly chose sides and had a merry battle.
In the picture, they are hard at it. All are brothers and sisters or cousins and all of the families of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold T. Kray or Mr. and Mrs. Byron Bray. In the engagement are, somewhere in the
tangle, James, William, Celia, Thomas, Betty, Elizabeth and Linda Bray.

Camden Theatre

1W *

LIVE

POULTRY

WANTED

KnoxO
■X

'SwerhyYovrs^

If it happened to you

WouM you
defy the
kidnappers

fck

j

at the risk
of your son's

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.
ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360
We Are Also Looking for

Poultry Raisers
Small or Large.

Termi To Meet Your Approval.

CAU NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION

4A-tt

j Young, Mrs. Edward Vinal, Mra.l
I Robert Watts, Jr.. Mrs. Aaron
Clark, Mrs. John Aitonen. Mrs.
Robert Guptill,
Mrs. Richard
Hall. Mrs. Ralph Pierpont. Mrs.
Theodore Clukey,
Mrs. Roger
Libby, Mrs. Arthur Upham. Mrs.
Ralph Thorndike. Mrs. Clement
Moody, Mis. Robert Stone and
Miss Diane Clukey.

Re,erve activities are invited to
the meeting.
The Army Reserve Bill will be
fully explained to all who attend.
The provisions of the bill permits
a boy to join, and hy attending
regular meetings and summer encampments with the reserve for a
period of years, to discharge his
military obligations to the nation. '

♦♦
♦
♦♦
♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
♦

ROCKLAND
MAINE
(TEL 892)
equipped for HI-Elt>EllTY:$TEREOPHONIC SOUND

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
MATINEES AT !.INI — EVENINGS 6.30-K.30

DONNA REED
"SQUARE JUNGLE"
Tony Curtis - Pat Crowley

ENDS TUESDAY -

A COMEDY RIOT

ALSO

'FIRE CHASER"

2 Cartoon Comics

• AND LATEST FOX NEWS •

GREATEST

BARGAIN

Rockland Dollar Days

THURSDAY

COMING
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

FRIDAY

EVENT

ASK FOR FREE TICKETS

SATURDAY

OF THE

You May Win FREE Complete Revere Ware Stainless Steel Cooking Setl

FEBRUARY

SEASON!

Value Approximately $150.00

9-10-11

GP.OWHUP AMD GIjORIOMSI

NARGAREl OBRIEN
Wlfl BRENNAN CHARIOITE CREEmOOf

.. I'M ini nni Kiiii

iisi

Inis
Dwribwl^ tv IKO IAWO nciuSutee

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

BITUARY
When making oat. yoar will re
member your church and your
hospital.
GEORGE THOMAS

George Thomas. 69. for 14
years a practicing masseur in
Union, died suddenly from a heart
ailment at his home in Union on
Monday, according to Dr. Paul
Jones of Union, the family physi
cian.
Mr. Thomas was a native of
New York City. He was born
Feb. 8, 1886. the son of George

Discover the Comforts of

LOW COST
LUXURY.
iw*
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and Mary Higgins Thomas.
At one time he was employed
as bookkeeper by the New Ha
ven Railroad at their Northamp
ton Station in New York City.
After blindness overtook him he
received training as a masseur at
the Swedish Institute of Therapy
in New York City. He was em
ployed as masseur for years at
the Bellevue Hospital in New
York City. He worked part time
after World War II at the Veter
ans
Rehabilitation
Camp
at
Boothbay Harbor.
He was a member of the Epis
copal Church in New York.
Besides his widow’ Mrs. Elsa
Suhomen Thomas he leaves one
son. George C. Thomas, engineer
on board one of the United Fruit
Company ships on the West
Coast; a brother Robert Thomas
of Detroit. Mich.; a sister, Mrs.
W. P. Cain of Florida and several
nieces and nephew’s.

MRS. DORA F. BIRD

Mrs. Dora F. Bird wife of A.
Judson Bird, died at her residence
48 Camden street. Monday. She
was born Jan. 23. 1873. at Rock
land. the daughter of Captain
Charles and
Ellen Pendleton
Jameson.
She is survived by her husband,
one daughter, Mrs. Nettie Bird
Frost, tw’o granddaughters. Mrs.
Sidney Howe of Old Town and
Mrs. Jesse George of Aiken. S.
C.. and eight great-grandchildren.
She was a member of the Con
gregational Church, past presi
dent of the Rubinstein Club a
member of the Senior Matrons of
the Congregational Church, and
the Shakespeare Society.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock
from the Russell Funeral Home,
with Rev. Charles R. Monteith of
ficiating. Interment will be in
Achorn cemetery.

NANCY WEBEL THOMAS
Mrs. Nancy Webel Thomas, 27.
died at Modesto. Calif.. Feb. 5.|
SIDNEY I. SEGAI.
She was the wife of Richard!
ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU
Rockland, Me.
Telephone ,'MW-K Thomas.
Mrs. Thomas was the daughter
SOUTHBOUND
of Mrs. James Caven of Clark
BUSES LEAVE:
Island, and a graduate of Rock
Ml A M
5.20 r. M.
BOSTON
$4.95 land High School.
NEW YORK
9.45
She was a polio victim
MIAMI
33.95

NORTHBOUND
RI SES LEAVE:
6.30 A. M.
6.34 P. M.
BELFAST
.70
BANGOR
1.75
ST. STEPHEN, N. B.
5.25
Plus Tax.
Extra Savings on Rd. Trips

OWEN W. CHAPLES
Owen W. Chaples, 73. died Sat- ,
urday
at Clark Island.
Mr.
Chaples w’as born at St. George.
June 12. 1882. the son of Fred
erick and Sarah Wotton Chaples.
Mr. Chaples ictired in Decem
ber after many years as foreman
at the Hocking Granite Company

at Clark Island.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Annie Chaples: one son Charles
F. Chaples. both of Clark Island;
one daughter. Mrs. Elvie Shields
of Thomaston; three sisters. Mrs.
Gladys Burford, and Mis. Inez
Lyons, both of Palmer. Mass.,
and Mrs. Jennie Higgins of St.
Johns. N. B.; six grandchildren
and 12 great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be he’d
Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Davis Funeral Home. Thomas
ton. with Rev. John B. S. Fitz
patrick officiating. Interment will
be at North Palish Cemetery.
Wiley’s Corner.
JAMES G. THOMPSON

James G. Thompson, 74. retired
chief ch( mist of the Thomaston
plant of Dragon Cement Company,
died at his home at 41 Masonic
street Monday afternoon follow
ing a long period of ill health.
Mr. .Thompson came to this
area in 1929 to serve as chief
chemist w’ith the then Lew’rence
Portland Cement Company at
Thomaston. He continued in that 1
post until 1949 when he retired.
He served in an advisory cap
acity to the firm several years
after retirement.
Prior to coming to the Thom- ’
aston plant, he was wdth the Mar-I
quette Cement Company in Cape
Giradeau,
Missouri. as
chief
chemist. ’
Mr. Thompson was born in i
Bellvale, Ontario, in 1882
He is survived by one son, Hoyt
Thompson. Niagara Falls. N. Y.
a brother. Hoyt Thompson, of
Montreal and two sisters living in
Bellevale, Ontario; also, three
grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral arrangements will be '
made by Burpee Funeral Home
following arrival of the son. .

CHARLES C. ATKINS

Charles C. Atkins, 89, a resident
ef Camden for 50 years, died at
Camden, Monday.
Mr. Atkins was born at Union.
July 9. 1866. the son of Lewis K.
and Helen Thomas Atkins.. Up to
his retirement in 1953, he had
been employed by the Knox Wool
en Company for approximately 35
years. Ho was a member and a
deacon of the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church for many years.
He was a member of the Odd
Fellows of Camden, and of St.
George Lodge, AF&AM of War
ren and a holder of a Masonic 50
year pin.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
S. Margaret Atkins, of Camden;

one son.
Clifford K. Atkins of
Camden and one daughter. Mrs.
Katherine H Eldiidge of Chat
ham, Mass.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the
Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home in
Camden with Rev. Melvin H. Dorr,
Jr., officiating. Interment will be
in Mountain View Cemetery.
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How Many Of These Gridders Of ’22 Do You Know ?

BERTRAND J. MeCLURE
Funeral services will be held
from the Russell Funeral Home
Wednesday at 2 o’clock for Ber
trand J. McClure. 32. of Rock
land, who died in San Diego.
Calif., last Tuesday. The services
will be conducted by Rev. George
H. Wood of the Universalist
Church and burial will be in
Achorn Cemetery.
McClure
a boatswains mate
first class in the Navy, lost his
life in a drowning accident on
Tuesday of last week. His body
was shipped East under Navy es
cort and arrived in Rockland
Monday afternoon.

Several Injured
(Continued from Page One)
of the home of Wilbur Hilton of
Medomak Terrace. Hilton report
ed to officer Lee that it had taken
15 years of careful trimming and
pruning to bring the hedge to its
present condition before the ar
rival of Robbins’ car.
Police reported that Robbins
had agreed »n reimburse the home
owner for the damage.
• » #

In the only other accident re
ported this weekend by state
police, Joseph Nye. 16. of 37 Cam
den street escaped injury when
the ear he was operating went off
the Spruce Head road on a turn
and went over an embankment.
Trooper Lawrence Chapman re
ported.
Chapman said that Nye was
alone in the ear and received no
injuries as a result of the accident
that occurred during a heavy
snow fall Saturday night.
The front end of the vehicle re
ceived extensive damages. Chap
man reported.

MONHEGAN
Mrs. Josephine Day returned
from New York City Tuesday,
making the trip by plane.
Allison Wilson was in the Har
bor Tuesday bringing over Pilot
Rill Abbott.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis
returned hom< Monday after sev
eral months' stay in Tenants Har
bor.
Leslie Davis is visiting his fam-

Baek in 1922, Roekland High had a top notch football squad
which went on to the championship of the coastal league. While
Waldo Tyler, who took the photograph, couldn’t remember the
names of tin* players, Charlie Wotton came up with most of them
and others filled in the remainder. Jud Flanagan, seated In front,
got off to an early start In the game as the team’s mascot. Iden

ily in Portland this week.
Winslow’s Milks were. Thursday
Mr«. Myra Orne is visiting her evening guests at the home of Mr. i
sister. Mrs. Ruth Brackett in and Mrs. Myron Chase.
Rockland.
Keith Winchenbach of South
A wedding shower was given Waldoboro has been a recent call- :
Saturday evening to Mr. and Mrs. er of W. K. Winchenbach.
Norman Davis who were married
Mrs. Ebon Wallace and Mrs.
in December in North Anson. The W. K Winchenbach were Wednes
affair was a complete surprise to day visitors in Bath and Damari-,
the young couple and a pleasant scotta.
evening was enjoyed.
About
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Winchen
30 guests were present. Mr. and
bach and son Freddy. Waldoboro
Mrs. Davis received many beau
were Sunday afternoon guests of
tiful gifts, and refreshments were
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Winchen
served by the ladies. They are
bach .
living for the winter in Mrs. HenMr. and Mrs. Myron Turner:
lev Day’s cottage at the Beach.
and children of South Waldoboro
____________
spent Thursday evening with Mrs.
DUTCH NECK
Turner’s
mother. Mis. Mamie
Mr. and Mrs. William Rancott Chase, and family.
and son have moved to Waldoboro i Benjamin Gross of Auburn visi- '
where they have an apartment.
ted his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ed

tified by last name only in some cases, in the front row, are: Fred
Stewart, Pink Burkett, Record, Dick Reed, who now "peddles”
Maine sardine* in national markets; Record, Crockett and Baum.
In the middle row are: Fales, Andrews, Ludwick, Massa I In,
Fred Knight, Francis Merchant and Iaiwrence Miller.
In hack: Hager, Staples, Stewart, unknow’n, Chapin, and Coach
Babe Crosby.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Chase and
daughter, Leita were Friday night
callers of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Bearce at Gross Neck.
Jack Castner has b^en a recent
business visitor in Portland
Mrs.
Arthur Creamer Mrs.
Eben Wallace. Mis. Myron Chase
and Mrs W. K
Winchenbach

were Rockland visitors on Thurs
day
McDowell County. W. Va., led
the country in bituminous coal
production in 1953. when 18.362.000
tons were mined. Logan Coun
ty. W. Va., 17.190.000 tons, was
second

LOANS

‘25/50/100::’1200

MONEY IN 1 DAY

On ‘Ifovl "Mantt Otihf

Choose your own way to re
pay ... Take up to 24 months,
“lift insurance at ho aSdit onal cost tnroefh the

or other plans

John Hancock Mutual Lila Insurance Camaaay.'*

PUBLIC LOAN

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND

Phone:1720

359 Main Street

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nichols of ward Gross, on Tuesday.

Top Value

Bih*—’ - *

everyone loves

-

001LAR OAVS

Today...

Top
Tomorrow

<&■> n
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I
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This once-a-year sale features bigger-than-ever-savings on first quality Newberry Merchandise!

27" WHITE

ASSORTMENT

RAYON PLAID

36" PRINTED

FLANNEL

ALUMINUM

LADIES'

FLANNEL
A beautiful assortment of
prints and plaids

SLIPPERS
PANS
The outstanding yard goods
Reg. 44c yd.
buy of the year
Includes Bread Pans, Loaf Choice of red or blue, bound SPECIAL FOR $ DAYS ONLY
Reg. 29c yd.
Pans, Coke Pons, Biscuit in solid color. Matching
pompom
Pans Etc.
23c yd.
yd.
Values to 49c
Reg. $1.29
nr

37c
or

5 yds. $1.00

27c ea.

$1.00

GIRLS' EMBOSSED

4 for $1.00

100% NYLON

,v

COTTON
DRESSES

SUPFP 8s HOLIDAY CfJPF

Sizes 3-6x
Well made party dresses for
the little miss. Beautiful
spring colors
Reg. $1.39

$1.00
. AMO ALL THESE
1

I

Racket r we Action!

.*

la Uway Hydra Ma;:c*

g

Smcethness!

H
l(

Straw* Nnw Stating

3

Nw **lftU|rtilg Buirpei* 1

Now SafetyRide Cluscis!

|

trend Setter lastromnnt

f

Pawl’
'lalrawav fender Oesifn'

fustlM fwtt Merton!

pocket from now until ’’trade-in" time . . . and with features lh«it forecast the
future today! There's stunning Starfire styling on a super-uinoolh Safe! \-Ride
Chassis . . . with tomorrow’s touch in the ultra-*mart ’ Fnlagrille Ihuiifwr
There’s new luxury in the smartly-tailored, su per hl \-harmonized inhricr
And. there's a new lift in power . . . from an action-packed Rocke: I’ .Gh
Engine. What's more, only in Oldsinohile is the smoothness of l- towav IfviraMatic* yours to command. So, if you pride voursell on an eve lor $ altar. trv
this Rocket Engine Oldsinohile . . . here and now!
^Suiruiard on Ninety-Eight nmh’h; optional at extra co if on Suprr !'.H mnrlrli.

IVI

I L_E

VISIT THE "ROCKET ROOM". . . AT TOUR OIDSMOBILE DEALER'S! —

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PHONE 889

— HOLLYWOOD ON PARADE! OIDSMOBILE PRESENTS THE STAR -STCODF.D "ACADEMY AWARDS NOMINATIONS” SHOW — FEB. 18 • ON NBC-TV! —

BOYS'
POLO

BRIEFS

DRESSER

40 DENIER
100% NYLON TRICOT

SCARVES

LADIES'

PANTIES
14" x 34" - 14" x 40”
White with scalloped edges Choice of Colors. Sizes 6-7
and binding in assorted
JUST IN TIME FOR
Sizes 4-8
colors
VALENTINE'S DAY
Novelty stripes in ossorted
Reg. 59c
colors. Short sleeves, solid
Reg. 59c
color rib neck
SHIRTS

Reg. 39c

BOYS' NYLON FRONT

3 yds. $1.00

3 for $1.00
SANDWICH

100% Nylon fronts come in
COOKIES
an assortment of colorfu
Popular
Weston cookies with
prints. Fine white ribbec
delicious
filling. Choice of
cotton bock and crotch
chocolate, vanilla or duplex
Sizes 2-8
Reg. 29c Ib.
Reg. 39c

2 for $1.00 2’for $1.00
LADIES' FANCY TRIMMED

RAYON

SUGAR
WAFERS

PANTIES
Sizes Medium and Large.
Assorted colors and trims

A year round favorite at
Newberry's. Vanilla, choco
late or rainbow

Reg. 59c

Reg. 39c lb.

4 pr. $1.00 4 lbs. $1.00 12 for $1.00 3 lbs. $1.00

YllVKS’lUei C‘O

Rockland
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Fage Eight

"The Goodness of

McLeans Feted On

JAMES COUGH AND MARY ST. PETER MARSHIA-ROBISHAW NUPTIALS HELD

God" WCTU Theme 40th Anniversary
MARRIED AT ST. BERNARD'S CHURCH AT ST. BERNARD'S SATURDAY
At a 9 o’clock Nuptial Mass in
Mrs. Frances Gamage
Members of the family and
Of Mrs. Johnston
The WCTU met Friday after

McLean of St. George gathered
Saturday evening to fete the

noon with the Misses Ada and
The MacDonald Class meets to
night at the home of Mrs. Ken
neth Corey. 17 Beech street. This
will be a work meeting. Assisting
hostesses are: Mrs. Marjorie Ar
gyle. Mrs. Grace Azevedo. Mrs.
Emma Hills and Mrs. Blanche
Gardner.

There will be a business meet Alena Young, Worship service
ing of the BPW at the Farnsworth •was conducted by Mrs. R. O.
Museum on Wednesday. Emma Johnston, on the theme “The
Harvey will conduct a white ele- Goodness of God". At the business
phant sale. Refreshments will be j session it was voted to contribute
served following the meeting.
three dollars for the Lilbian M. N.
-------Stevens Legislative Fund, and to
The February meeting of the ; circulate petitions to Congressmen
Opportunity Class will be held at for the Langer and Siler bills to
the home of Mrs. Leach. Masonic ban the advertising of alcoholic
street. Thursday evening at 7.30. , beverages over the air and in inEach member please bring a , terstate commerce.
Valentine.
A program on narcotics and
—1 "■
medical temperance was presentIn attendance at the reception ed by Miss Ada Young, substitutheld for the retiring superin- ing for Mrs. Harold Green. Ex
tended of Maine Universalist tracts from a report by Harry J
Churches. Rev. Walter E. Kelli- Analinger. Commissioner of Narson. at Augusta on Sunday after-' cotics given before the United Na-

couple on the occasion of their
fortieth wedding anniversary.
Thc couple received many fine
gifts
and
refreshments
were

served following the cutting of a
wedding cake.
Attending were: Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas McLean. Jr. and family
of Belgrade; Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Johnson and family of Thomas
ton; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bowen
and family of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Whitten
and family; Mr. and Mrs. Forbus Taylor and family, Mrs. Ken
neth Johnson. Mrs. Austin El
well. Mr. and Mrs. Frederick El
well. all of St. George.

Club 53 met at the home of Miss
Marie Robishaw Tuesday. Jan. 24.
Those present were: Mrs. Janice
McLennan. Mrs. Marie Grant.
Mrs. Lee Wood. Mrs. Jackie Candage. Mrs. Patsy King. Mrs.
Marilyn Smith. Miss Carol Clark.
Miss Pat Griffith. The next meet
ing will be held Wednesday at 7.30
p. m. at the home of Mrs. Marie
Grant. 47 Beechwoods street. noon were Mrs. Alice Jameson, j tions showing how Communist re
Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Philip RJ gime of Mainland China is carryThomaston.
Garden Club In
Bailey. Louis A. Walker, Rev. and mg on a flourishing world-wide
Horace Benner. Jr., son of Mr. Mrs. George H. Wood and Mari- traffic in opium, morphine and Thomaston To
and Mrs. Horace Benner of Lime lyn, from Rockland.
heroin. The proceeds to finance
rock street, celebrated his 12th
Fight Elm Disease
Communist organizations.
The meeting of the 4-H Horse
birthday Saturday by entertaining
A strong reason why Red China
The danger of the Dutch Elm
15 of his little friends. The din manship Club which was to have should not be admitted to the
disease to Thomaston trees was
ing room was decorated in pink been held at Debby Hary's will United Nations Assembly.
discussed at the meeting of the
and blue with colored balloons, now be held at Harriet Sleeper’s,
Large seizures of these drugs
noise makers and colored baskets 157 Talbot avenue. Officers will have been made not only in the * Thomaston Garden Club at the
of candy. Games were played. be elected, and John Goater will coastal ports of New York and San home of Mrs. Harry Sweeney on
Edward Small won pin the tail on speak on organization of a 4-H Francisco but as far inland as Feb. 2. The president Miss Hilda
George, reported that Horace E.
the donkey. Jeanie Estes won the Horsemanship Club.
St. Louis. It is estimated that this .
Bell, entomologist of the Maine
blowing up of the biggest balloon.
is a $70,000 000 business.
Forest Service,
had recently
The Rockland Extension Associ
The afternoon was spent in watch
There are some 60.000 drug ad
ing TV. Refreshments of cookies, ation will meet Thursday at the dicts in the United States and Dr. called on her after visiting the
town manager, Leon Fitts, in re
candy, punch, birthday cake and American Legion Home for an all
day session. The subject -Slick Anslingcr recommends legislation gard to the rapidly spreading
ice cream were served. Horace
to control the sale of barbiturates. Dutch EIm dlSeajJC
year R
received many nice gifts.
Invit Tricks for Home Sewing’’ will be j
in charge of Mrs. Winifred Proc- j
P*1,s an^ other synthetic ; spread jn ^he Kittery-Kennebunk
ed guests were: Caroline Thomp
tor, clothing leader. Dinner will narc°tics. A Senate committee is area an(| was discovered in
son. Laurie Green. Penelope Stev
be served aa noon by Mrs. Viva! makinK a lotion wide survey of Orono.
ens, Joseph Nelson, Ida Lawry,
Jameson and Mrs. Ruth Madigan.
drug problem.
Mr. Bell reported satisfaction
Edward Small. Ann Ladd. Rich
report was given to the ef- u-ith the progress of prevention
ard McKusic. Peter Hart. Willard Bring dishes and silver. All those j
feet
that
1,500.000
cigarette already being carried out on the
Pease. Jr.. Gerald Doughty. Betty interested in tailoring of sowing
smokers have given up thc habit town owned trees but he stressed
please
attend.
Lee
Clark.
Harold Simmons,
since the widely publicized harm- the fact that in order to check a
Florence Newcomb, Mrs. Charles
fulness of this use.
At
Pottsville,
Pa.,
hoses
are
possible infestation of thc elms
Doughty and Mrs. Horace Benner,
Mrs. Kate Brawn. Mrs. Nellie i with the beetle carrying the dis
busily
sucking
up
12.000.000.000
the hostesses.
gallons of water, a job that will Magunc, Mia# Earneatine Get- ease, private
citizens owning
take three years, in order to chell, Miss Mabel Harding. Mrs elms will need to do their share.
Mrs. Cla.a , The Garden Club agreed to
open the way to mining of coal Ethel Coffin and
DOLLAR DAYS
vast Emery had part in the program.
underlying what is now
launch a program of information
Following adjournment, refresh as to how Thomaston’s beautiful
lake.
THURSDAY - FRIDAY
ments were served including a trees can be saved.
birthday cake honoring Mrs. Mag
Read The Courier-Gazette
SATURDAY
gie Farnham. The hostesses were
Those bundled newspapers which
] assisted in serving by Mrs. serve a hundred useful purposes
At
Magunc and Mrs. Emery.
are
available, though
In
short
♦
SEE CARR'S

CROCKETTS

supply, at The Courier-Gazette of-

-------------------------

BABY SHOP
9 LIMKIMK IfST. ROCKLAND
4

♦

GIVE AWAY AD

♦

On Page 2

was ma
St. Bernard’s Catholic Church tron of honor. She wore a bal
Saturday, Miss Marie Ann Robi lerina length lavender gown with
hat to match and corsage of yel
shaw. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
low roses.
John Robishaw of Pleasant street,
The best man was Gary Seavey.
became the bride of Henry D.
Mrs. Robishaw. mother of the
Marshia. Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. bride wore a navy blue faille
Henry Marshia of Richford, Vt. dress, with navy accessories, and
Rev. George W. Goudreau offici corsage of red roses.
ated at the double ring ceremony,
Serving at the reception were
Mass was offered by Rev. Stasys Mrs. Margaret Guptill and Mrs.
Budavas.
Barbara Gamage.
Mrs. Janice
Mrs. Ray Foley, church organ McLennan circulated the guest
ist. played the traditional wedding book, and Mrs. Alfreda Lank
music, and sang "Mother At Your had charge of thc gifts.
Feet I'm Kneeling” and "On This
After the ceremony the couple
Day O’ Beautiful Mother.”
left by car on a wedding trip to
The church altar was beautiful Montreal. On their return they
ly decorated with baskets of white will reside at Ayer, Mass.
gladioli with background of wood
The bride is a graduate of Rock
wardia ferns.
land High School, class of '53. She
A reception followed at the recently completed two years of
home of the bride’s parents.
service with the Women’s Army
The bride, given in marriage by Corps of Fort Dix, N. J.
her father, wore a ballerina length
The bridegroom is a high school
gown of white Chantilly shadow graduate, and is in the army and
lace over satin, and corsage of stationed at Fort Devens, Mans.
white pompom chrysanthemums. He will enter the University of
She carried a white prayer book. Vermont in Burlington in the fall.

friends of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas

More than 60 per cent of Indiana's coa, is obtained from sur♦ face mines, compared with the
J national figure of 23.6 per cent,

flee.
Six pound bundles of prlnted papers 15c per bundle Six
pound bundles of unprinted plain
white news papers. 25c ner bundle

bouquet. Miss Verna Valenta was
maid of honor. She wore a pale
blue organdy dress with matching
Wedding Event
accessories, and bouquet of pink
Of Saturday
and white flowers.
The best man was Harold J.
Dorothy M. Stearns, daughter
Bishop of Boston, brother of the
of Mr. and Mrs. William E. bridegroom.
Stearns of 206 Park street, and
Serving at the reception were

Bishop-Stearns

Mrs. James P. Cough (Miss Mary Laurie St. Peter)

her father, was lovely in a Chan- Capt. Aiden C. Bishop of Rock
tilly lace gown over nylon tulle, land and East Boston, werc unit
edged in self scallops and full ed in marriage at a 2 o'clock nup
tial ceremony in St. Bernard’s
bouflant skirt. Her finger top 11-1
Catholic Church Saturday. Rev.
Mis. Kermit J. St. Peter of Owls lusion veil fell from a bridal band George W. Goudreau performed
Head, became the bride of James of lace and silk. She carried ai the double ring service.
P. Cough, son of Mr. and Mrs. white prayer book nad orchids.
i Mrs. Ray Foley played the tra
Bernard Cough of Bar Harbor.
Miss Elaine St. Peter, sister of ditional wedding music. A recep
Rev. George W. Goudreau offleiat-i the bride, was her maid of honor. [ tion followed at the Hotel Thorn
ed at a double ring service. Rev. She wore a blue crystalette dike.
Sta vs Budavas was present. Bas- gown, matching headpiece of vel-1 The bride chose for her wed
kets of white gladioli, mixed vet and tulle and carried a colo- ding a street length dress of pale
flowers, woodwardia ferns and nial bouquet of white and pink blue lace, with matching acces
till white tapers in candelabra carnations.
sories. and carried a white bridal
decorated the altar.
, The best man was Bernard
Mrs. Ray Foley, chureh organ- Cough, Jr., brother of the bride-1 couple left on a wedding trip of
ist. played tile traditional wed- groom, and thc ushers were Nor- unannounced
destination. They
ding inarch.
Miss Berniece Lc- man Shaw of Bar Harbor and will make their home in Bar Har
gnssey. accompanied Miss Kay George St. Peter.
bor.
Findlen, cousin of the bride, solo-| The bride's mother, Mrs. St.
The bride is a graduate of Rock
ist. who sang Shubert’s "Ave Peter, chose for her daughter's land High School Class of '55 and
Maria.' “Panis Angelicus” and wedding a navy blue dress with attended St. Joseph’s College in
"Mother at Thy Feet I'm Kneel- matching accessories and corsage Portland. The bridegroom is a
mg."
i of red roses. The bridegroom’s graduate of Bar Harbor High
A reception followed at the Ho- mother wore a teal blue dress and School, and served in the Coast
tel Thorndike.
! corsage of pink roses.
Guard. Hc is at present associ
The bride, given in marriage by
Following the
ceremony the ated in business with his father.

At a 10 o'clock Nuptial Mass in
St. Bernard’s Catholic Chureh Saturday morning Miss Mary Laurie
St Peter daughter of Mr. and

WHAT A BARGAIN!

5-Pc. Place Setting

$2.98
Open Stock Value - 4.95

16“ Imported

Rayon Marquisclte

Pure Linen
Toweling

Tailored Curtains
Permanent Finish

Stripes and Colored Borders

3 yds. $1.00

All Sizes Reduced
d>l
42” W ide, 72" Long T ’
3rd FLOOR

Dinnerware
Your Choice of Solid Color

Many Colors
Sold for Years
At 98c yd.

69c yd.

REG. 6.95—Open
Stock Value $10.00
3rd FIjOOR

for

Scuta -

ROCKLAND DOLLAR DAYS
Thursday, Friday, Saturday - Feb. 9-10-11
FREE COMPLETE SET REVERE WARE COOKING UTENSILS
APPROXIMATE VALUE *150.00

$4.98

BIGGEST BARGAINS OF THE SEASON ARE NOW !!

Boy»' Sizes
REG. 1.98

$1.00

Sizes 7 to 14
Values to $8.98

New Shipment

$5.00

2nd FLOOR

Davy Crockett Design

59c yd.

T*•'

i

1st FLOOR

Legging Sets
Not .Many Left—
Val. to 10.00 and 15.00

$5.00

2nd FLOOR

1st FLOOR

Gaily Printed

Table Cloths

Bed Spreads

All Metal - Enclosed Head
All Sizes 23” to 36”
$2.98
Wide—REG. 3.50
3rd FLOOR

New Shipment—48”

Manufacturer’s < lose-Out

Irr’s of $2.98
54 x 51
1st

KltOIL-QlIK OVERSIZE

$1.98
FIjOOK

$1.19 yd.

Visionette

60

$1.35 pr.

S Bun

FINAL MARKDOWN

Wide Ruffled

DRESSES

Organdy Curtains
Permanent Finish
sh
42” x 72”
$2.89
REG. 3.29

Your Choice, Late Minter Styles

PAIR
3rd FLOOR

MIRACLE FIBRE:

Slight Irregulars

Dacron Curtains

Pequot Sheets

At New Dollar Day- Prices

Long Wearing Type 128 Muslin

Tailored Style
PR.
42” Hide, 72” Long

$2.98 £"*“

Wide Ruffled Style
52" Wide, 72” Ixing

$3.79

$6.98 ea.

iX.

BASF: MENT

SPECIAL SALE

FULL NEW ASSORTMENT!

Nylon Slips

RUBBERMAID KITCHEN
ACCESSORIES

Opaque 40 Den. Nylon
Trimmed wilh Nylon Lace
KEG. 3.98

$2.69

Sizes 32 to 40

2 for $5.00
2nd FLOOR
Women’s and Misses’
l ull and Shorty

3rd FLOOR

NOT MANY LEFT!
Values to 49.98

Values to 39.98

$29.00

$22.00

Il” High
12’’ Diameter

$12.98

Duffle Coats

Pure Silk

Neckerchiefs

Towels

Ladies’

Pigskin Gloves
Irr’s of
1.98 Quality
1st FLOOR

come to

Big 22 x 14 Size
Slight Irr’s of 79c

Nylon Hosiery

Full Fashioned
Our Famous Irr’s.

Flannel Shirts

Bo>s’ Sizes—1st Quality
Keg. 1.98 and 1.79

Barbizon Slips
Discontinued Styles
p

GayColors

All ('niton
Boys’ Sizes

pr. 35c

59c

Pillow Cases

Long Wearing TllO
Muslin — Value 50c

33c

$1.49

Wash Goods

New Lot Embossed,
Everglazed, Etc., Etc.

yd. 39c

$1.00 Coals

Dresses

Your Choice of
Entire Minter Stock

$3.00

$2.98

Skirts

$10.00 - $14.00
Only a Few Left—
Mostly Gabardine

oyc

ya.

48” Wide—Plaid

Harriet Hubbard Ayer Luxuria

Cleansing Cream
$1.25

sr

2nd FLOOR

Argyle Hose

Irr’s of 2.98 Quality
Small Sizes Only

QO — ,._J

19c

Small Sizes Only

pr. 49c

Slips

New Shipment
smaii Lot

Monk's Cloth

For Men—1.00 Value
First Quality

39c

F ABULOUS VALUE!

3rd FLOOR

lat FLOOR

Stretch Hose

:^«$7.oo, $9.00

BASEMENT

Celanese Sheertex

$1.00

SENTER - CRANE’S

Plaids and Novelty Weaves
All First Quality
q/j
I
REG. 1.39
YU.

3rd FLOOR

1st FLOOR
Salesmen’s Samples

Deep Fryer
Mes tingh oust Thermostat
C opper ( lad - Value 39.95
Adv. in Life. Fries, Rousts,
Stews, Casseroles, Warms, Etc.

$179 ea.

Curtain Material

(LOSE-OUT SALE

COATS

2nd FLOOR

Sink Mals, Pads. Dishes, Dish
Harks. All of durable Poly
ethylene. Now a full assort
ment for your convenience!

3rd FLOOR

DOLLAR DAY MEANS EVEN GREATER VALUES IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC!

Drapery Fabrics
For Slipcover or Drapery Use
All 1st Quality - Guaranteed
Preshrunk and
Mashable. Reg. 1.98

$1.00

Mashable—1st Quality
Chenilh*

64” Long

Venetian Blinds

Mere 1.98
But Davy Died

1st FLOOR

Coat and

Nylon Shorts

3rd FLOOR

Sweat Shirts

Wash Goods
Values To
1.39 Yd.

Sizes 1 to 6 Girls’

Stripes or Plain
Colors—Reg. 1.19

Boys’ Sizes

All Types Washable Fabrics

1st FLOOR

Men’s

$1.08 pr.

PAIR
Other Sizes In Proportion

Jackets

1st QUALITY

D“rk^Ve,m

2nd FLOOR

< hildren's Lined

Checked Shirts

For social Items in The CourierGazette Phone 770. city.

15/51 Sheer

ASK FOR YOUR FREE TICKETS - YOU MAY WIN A

1st FLOOR

Long Sleeve

The bride is a graduate of Rock
land High School and is employed
at Hotel Thorndike.
The bridegroom attended the
Joseph Barnes School and East
Boston High and served four
years with the Combat Engineers
in Okinawa and Japan. He is a
member of the Elks and Knights
of Columbus, and at present hc is
employed with the Birds Eye
fleet.

ONCE-A-YEAR SALE.

$5.00 $7.00 $9.00

'

26 Pe. Starter Set—Ballerina

Gabardine

come to

7Q

1st FI/JOR

Bashable Rayon

After the ceremony thc couple
left for a wedding trip to Mobile,
Ala. They will make their home
at 10 School street.

VISION HOSIERY

BOONTON DINNERWARE
Unbreakable Dishes of MelMac
Plastic.
Rirh, Deep Colors, or
Soft Pastel Colors. 5-Pc. Set con
sists of Dinner Plate, B. A B.
Plate, Cup, Saucer. 6 Oz. Cereal

Mrs. Naomi Grant, Mrs. Lawrence
Geisler, Mrs. Bette Gillis, Mrs.
Edward Maxey, Mrs. Kenneth
Kearly, Mrs. Richard Steele, Mrs.
Laura Rich and Mrs. Elsie Wash
burn. Mrs. Ronald Whiffen, Jr.,
circulated thc guest book and
Mrs. James Halligan was in
charge of thc gifts.

Chatham

Houhigunt's

Summer Cologne
REG.
1.00

79c
1st FLOOR

Wrislcy's

Soap Chest
3.50 Value
Pure Soap

$1.98
1st FLOOR

Blankets
New, 1st Quality, bnt boxes are
somewhat damaged. Over 75
to choose from. From $3.98
baby blankets to a beautiful
Bridal Set of 4 wool blankets
in quilted bon at $100.00. (Box
alone worth $19.00).

25% Discount
BASEMENT

THUR.

°°K«
DAYS

FRI.

saT

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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NEW ENGLAND LORE OF

SEA AND SHORE
By Edward Rowe Snow

ESTHER COX,
WHOM THE
DEVIL BOTHERED

entered the room the pillow slid
out from under Esther’s head,
smashed John squarely in the
In the summer of 1878, there face.
were eight persons living at the
The family physician, Dr. Carhome of Daniel Teed, on Princess ritto, came the following evening,
Street, Amherst, Nova Scotia. and when he visited the room
Daniel Teed was a happy, normal th-e pillow flew out and smashed
person. His wife, Olive, was a into his face. Then, as the house
good woman, and they had two hold watched, magic words ap
children, five year old Willie and peared to write themselves on the
17 month old George. Jane and wall: “Esther Cox, you are mine
Esther Cox. Olive’s two sisters, to kill’*’
boarded with them. Relatives
Four weeks later, however, a
John Teed and William Cox also clasp knife of little Fred White
lived in the home.
was whisked away from him by

Into this pleasant houshold
something came, but to this day
the people of Nova Scotia are un
decided what it was.

the
ghost and
imbedded in
Esther’s back, but the others came
to her rescue and bound up the
wound.

One damp, foggy night in Sep
tember, while Esther and Jane
had retired, suddenly Esther gave
a scream and jumped out of bed,
shouting that there was a mouse
under the covers. A careful search
revealed no mouse.
Five nights later, all the bed
clothes flew off the bed and land
ed in a heap in the corner of the
room. Mrs. Teed rushed in and
replaced the bedclothes, but again
they flew off. When John Teed

Week
after
week,
unusual
events took place. One day at the
White’s,
the ghost was said to
have opened and shut the cook
stove door, and when White
braced it with an axe handle, the
ghost lifted the door from the
hinges and sent it crashing on the
floor several fqet away.
On another occasion the ghost
placed three large iron spikes in
Esther’s lap as she sat in the
dining room. The spikes turned

TELL ME,

a raise in pay!

H

new
bill consolidation service is
■
aimed at relieving monthly pressure by con
solidating bills . . . reducing payments that are
too high . . . and-leaving more money for your
family every pay day.
How does it work? At your reqA?st. you
and I will sit down and go over your present
situation. Why not do this? Phone or come
Mile, Sawyer
in to see me. I’ll put our new Bill Consolida
YES MANager
tion Service at your disposal without any extra
cost or obligation. And . . if a cash loan is the answer. I'll handtailor it to your own needs and income. My phone number is
Rockland 1133. Or see me at 8tnrpcta( FINANCE CO., 356 Main
Street. I'm at your service.

Our

red hot, and then they flew 20
feet away! Among those present
at this event were three promi
nent citizens of Amherst, Daniel
Morrison, William Hillson and J.
Albert Black, editor of the Am
herst Gazette.
Finally this malignant spirit or
ghost, or whatever the reader
cares to call it. was identified as
Bob Nickle. Boh Nickle soon car
ried out new acts of impossibility.
On Friday, June 27, 1879, Bob be
gan sticking pins into Esther,
and later blew a trumpet for
several hours.
Many other terrifying experi
ences were Esther’s lot before the
ghost family left her around the
year 1885. She worked as a ser
vant for Arthur Davison, and his
barn burned down. Davison ac
cused Esther of the deed, and the
judge, who did net believe in
j ghosts, sentenced her to four
1 months in jail.
Some years later Esther Cox
married a Mr. Adams of Springdale, Nova Scotia, and upon his
death married a Mr. Shanahan.
I do not believe in ghosts, but
find it hard to explain the follow
ing statement, made in 1908:
We. the undersigned citizens of
Amherst, having of our own per
sonal knowledge absolutely known,
seen and heard individually all or
some of the demonstrations and
communications of an invisible,
intelligent, and malicious power in
the home of Daniel Teed, go be
fore the world in corroboration
and certification of what actually
transpired in the presence of the
Teeds, and hundreds of others,
some 30 years ago. (Signed)
Danial
Teed.
Olive
Teed,
Neander Quigley. Barry D. Bent,
Rufus Hicks, William Beattie,
David Chapman, John W. Stewart,
Arthur W. Moffatt.

cral months' stay in Tenants Har
THEY
bor.
Leslie Davis is visiting his fam
ily in Portland this week.
Mrs. Myra Orne is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Ruth Brackett in
Rockland.
A wedding shower was given
Saturday evening to Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Davis who were married
in December in North Anson. The
affair was a complete surprise to
the young couple and a pleasant j
evening was enjoyed.
About |
30 guests were present. Mr. and
Mrs. Davis received many beau
tiful gifts, and refreshments were
served by the ladles. They hre
living for the winter in Mrs. Hen
ley Day's cottage at the Beach.

DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. William Rancott
and son have moved to Waldoboro
where they have an apartment.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nichols of’
Winslow’s Mills were Thursday i
evening guests at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Myron Chase.
Keith Winchenbach of South1
Waldoboro has been a recent call- j
er of W. K. Winchenbach.

Mrs. Eben Wallace and Mrs.1
W. K. Winchenbach were Wednes
day visitors in Bath and Damari
scotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Winchen
bach and son Freddy, Waldoboro
were Sunday afternoon guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Winchen
bach.

,

MONHEGAN
Mrs. Josephine Day returned
from Now York City Tuesday,
making the trip by plane.
|
Allison Wiison was in the Har
bor Tuesday bringing over Pilot
Bill Abbott.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Davis
returned home Monday after sev-

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON

HURRY to your CMP Store

Mr. and Mrs. Myron Turner
and children of South Waldoboro
spent Thursday evening with Mrs.|
Turner’s mother, Mrs. Mamie
Chase, and family.
Benjamin Gross of Auburn visi
ted his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Gross, on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Chase and
daughter. Leita were Friday night
callers of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Bearce at Gross Neck.
Jack Castner has been a recent
business visitor in Portland
Mrs. Arthur Creamer Mrs.
Eben Wallace, Mrs. Myron Chase
and Mrs. W. K. Winchenbach
were Rockland visitors on Thurs
day.

McDowell County, W. Va„ led
the country in bituminous coal
production in 1953, when 18.362,000
tons were mined. Logan Coun
ty, W. Va., 17.190,000 tons, was
second.

Pcrmahent plan policyholdei
have one more choice. They ma
request VA in writing to pl«<
G. I. Insurance
their regular dividends on dOnly
eligible
GI
insurance posit drawing Interest compouw
policyholders who wish to change ed annually and subject to the;
the method of payment for the control.
Stoddard said eligible pollc;
regular annual 1956 dividend are
holders who wish to change tfc
required to notify Veterans’ Ad
method of paying their 1956 regi
ministration of
the
payment lar dividend should notify the V
method desired M L. Stoddard, office handling their insurant
Manager, VA Center, Togus, said account in sufficient time betas
today.
the payment date to enable V.
Those who wish to receive their to make the change.
1956 dividend in the same manner
Payments to eligible policyhok
as in the past are not required ers will be made shortly after th
to notify VA of that fact, because anniversary date of each pollc?
their previous payment method beginning ln January and atx
will be applied automatically.
Ing in December, 1956.
Various
dividend
payment
Eligible policyholders for th
methods are available to eligible regular annual 1956 dividend at
policyholders, Stoddard said.
those holding term or permanet
For those who fail to stipulate plans of National Service LM
in writing how they wish their Insurance (World War II) or onl
regular dividends to be handled, permanent plans of U. S. Govert
VA is required by law to set up ment Life Insurance (World Wa
a dividend credit to their insur I) which were authorized for issu
ance account and to use this credit
before April 26, 1951, and any sue
to pay premiums as they become
insurannee restored or replace
due and are not otherwise timely under the provisions of the it
paid.
demnity and Insurance Acta (
Unused dividend credits will
1951, as amended.
draw interest compounded annual
GI policies not eligible for th
ly until they are withdrawn by
Mr. Bar ram in his study.
regular annual 1956 dividend are
the policyholders or are paid out
(1) term plans of USGLI; (2) not
By REV. EDW. T. BARRAM OF THE FIRST BAPTIST C-HVIM H
at the maturity of the policies ill
participating NSLI policies issue
These men who represent a variety of professions have one thing conformance with the policyhold . to Korean conflict veterans afte
in common: in a world of madness they “know where they are going.” ers’ wishes.
I April 26 1951. and (3> particlpel
At no period in the history o? the world did man surround himself
All eligible policyholders also
ing NSLI and USGLI policies to
with more luxury, comforts and conveniences; but at no other time
was the future of civilization under greater threat of extinction—thus may request VA in writing to pay which premiums are waived whil
is the ingenuity of man.
their regular dividends to them
(he insured Is in active militar
The men whose testamonies follow have achieved much in this in cash or to apply the dividends
present life. But what is vastly more important, in this darkening in payment of future premiums. service or within 120 days afte
world in which we live, they have committed their souls into the hands
separation.
The latter policle
of God.
are excluded from dividend pay
season and the busy-ness of this
ments only for those months the
A sergeant approached a young young woman exclaimed, “1 wish
time of year, but we hope to con
were under waiver.
lieutenant fresh out of West Point, I knew where. I am going. I count
tinue now with regularity to bring
The 1956 regular annual NSL
as he sat at his desk in a midwest the designs on the wall, and the
you more of these stories out of
dividend will amount to approx
Army base. The sergeant told the post doctor says I have 30 days.
the life of outstanding men and
mately $195.000 000 and will b
lieutenant that his wife wished to After that, I won’t be here. Where
women of America and the world
payable to holders of approx
see him.
am I going lieutenant?”
■ who believe that God has a place
5,000 000
participatln
“What about?" asked the offi
The young officer returned to prepared for us and wants to mately,
cer. “She is pretty sick, sir. Will his quarters. For the first time, make certain “our calling and term and permanent plan pol
clea.
you see her?*’
he prayed. He prayed that God election’’ as the scripture speaks
For USGLI, the 1956 regular an
would
spare
the
life
of
the
ser

The lieutenant went to the ser
of it.
nual
dividend will amount to aj
geant’s quarters and stood beside geant’s wife, that she might live
A scraggly pup limped into the
proximatciy $2 1 000 000 and wil
the bed. The frail young woman to know where she was going.
accident ward of the Einstein
be payable to holders of approx
said: “You know every day I lie
This young woman did live, to Medical Center, in Philadelphia,
mately 370.000 permanent pla
in this bed and hear, ‘Hep-two- become a spiritual force there on recently. An intern found a large
policies.
three-four’.’
What
does
that the base and in the whole com splinter in one of the dog’s front
Beginning in 1956, NSLI pollcie
mean .lieutenant? Always it is munity. This column was set up paws and removed it. The pup
with the total income disabilit
Hcp-two-three-four!’ Where arc with just this thought in mind, wagged it tail and walked out.
Income provision, for which a
they going?”
that we might pass on the experi It was purely coincidental that
extra premium is required, wt
“Oh. I suppose to mess or for ence of those who Know Where the dog should find its way ot the
receive a slightly larger dlviden
mation or maybe to target prac They Are Going. It has been quite right place but it is no incidental
than similar policies without
tice.” said the officer.
some time since anything ap matter that we find our way to
provision. VA said this is poi
“Isn’t it wonderful that -they peared in this column due to the the Lord Jesus Christ for our sal
slble because of favorable clair
know where they are going!” tho lack of space over the Christmas vation.
experience under this benefit.

KNOW WHERE THEY'RE GOING Information On

MATINICUS

ON THIS
LATE MODEL
■

Spiralator
AUTOMATIC

Orris Philbrook was home fror
Rockland a few days the
week.
Mrs. Carrie Ames, who has bee
quite 111. is much improved.
Charles and Norman Thompso
and Mrs. Kathleen Ames were I
Vinalhaven one day recently cal
ing on Mrs. Ames’ daughter, Mn
Lillian Bickford. Her grandsoe
John Bickford, returned horn
with them for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Anil
were Thursday supper guests -t
Mr. and Mrs. Orrcn Ames.
The snowstorm of Thursday aft
ernoon was an improvement t
the roads, as it covered the coat
ing of ice that had been on them

Chicago's newest electric gee
erating syatem consumes ab
6500 tons of coal daily, and 8
per cent is delivered by barges
g/UHZJ

to

All New!

Wutouc goiton/

Deluxe Throughout!

Not A Stripped Down
Model!

Complete With Every
Easy Feature!. '

The car says

TH£ MU TWO-DOOR CATALINA

60 and the price won't stop you ’

• WORLD FAMOUS
SPIRALATOR ACTION

• 2 CYCLES ON 1
MOOEl AOC

DIAL

Easy way lo break the small car habit ir

one for regular fabrics
another for fine fabrics
• ADJUSTS TO ANY WATER

MHti UMllSI

PRESSURE AUTOMATICALLY

It’s the hardtop buy of the year
with the most power and size per

dollar of any car in this style.

in the industry—the mighty Strato-Streak V-8?

Where else nt a price so low can you get the

luxury of Pontiac's optional Strato-Flight Hvdra-

Matic—America's newest, smoothest automatic
transmission?

Where else at a price so low can you lmd a big

priced-three range, chances are you're paying for

122 inch wheelbase, such luxurious interiors and

Pontiac’s size,

distinction —

all the other fine-car features that put you so

SJlItl

but you're not getting it! As a matter of fact, you’re

squarely on even terms with buyers of far costlier

performance and

in

not even coming close!

This “wife saver” pair does a
complete wash from wetting to
drying right inside your home
. . . and without work!

cars? Come in and see bow easily this heari-lifting

Where cisc at a price so low can you enjoy boss

Strato-Streak beauty can be yours. Once you

ing the most modern, most advanced power plant

do, you’ll be out of the small-car class forever!

Yoh can actually buy a big, glamorous Pontiac 860for less

Buy this wonder I ul pair and
save up to $110. See yohr
friendly CMP dealer today!

than you would pay for

CMtov ixndev/4'

The friendly Manger Hotel is just
a hop, skip and jump from
BUNKER Hitt ■ 010 NORTH CHURCH

the low-

If you're accustomed to buying
ML.

rJo Okvjc-fiv

models of the low-priced three!

THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION

AT THE NAVY YARD
Welcome (o Boston's newest, most
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
from North Station, adiacent park* ,
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy rooms has its ow n bath and '
radio.
FROM
$5.50 Single • It 00 Double

^Pontiac
NORTH 8TATINR BOSTM

CENTRALAMAINE
power|

FOB OVER 40 YEARS

QU AUTY

^company

APPLIANCES .DEPENDABLE APPLIANCE SERVICING

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PHONE 889

HOLLYWOOD ON PARADE! OLDSMOBILE PRESENTS THE STAR-STUDDED '‘ACADEMY AWARDS NOMINATIONS*' SHOW —
— FEB. 18 • ON NBt-TVi —

FOB MSItVATIOM

Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire

Frank I. Hanley, Gan. Mgr.
Other Manger Heseh ini
Hew York. H. Y.. WerkUgtowB.«.
••seen, Meer. * ChnetenA, Okie
aechesNr, H. Y. • Orona Bogies. MUk.
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ROCKLAND, MAINE - THURSDAY, FRIDAY,
TREE CUTTING IS EASY WITH

DOLLAR DAYS SPECIAL

LANCASTER CHAIN SAWS

Men's Jackets

CITY-WIDE

Values to $16.95.........................$4.98

A L&nCiHter Chain Saw ukc$
most of the wurk GUI uf lU!
king doth n trees and makes it
easy IO cut logs to any length
Model 3IH is equip|>ed with

Boy's Jackets

5 HP air cooled engine, auto*
mane rewind starter, triple
Chrome handle and throttle
bars, Oregon chipper chain
and positive chain oiler. Conic

Values to $16.95.........................$7.98

tti today

to see the many
Other advantages and features
Chat make LANCASTER your

feew Uuy ui Cham Saws.

OFF/NS

H. H. CRIE CO.

MENS

HARDWARE - PLUMBING - ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TEL. 205

328 MAIN STREET

BOYS „.CLOTHING

AND

FURNISHINGS. SHOES: ANp UNIFORMS

389 MAIN ST

ROCKLAND. Mt

16-17

You
May
Be

16-17

Self Service Shoe Store

"CANNON"

ALUMINUM

RED HOT

SHEET BLANKETS

Chaise Lounges

DOLLAR DAY SPECIALS

60“ x 76"

and

BALLERINAS
ALL SIZES

$42.50 Value

Washable, Absorbent. Woven of Fine Quality Cotton,

Women's Dress Pumps

00

The

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR

410 PAIRS

Napped on Both Sides For Comfort.

REDUCED FOR DOLLAR DAYS

CHOICE OF COLORS

$32.50

A,VV
VALUE to $6.95

>

Lucky
Winner!

$1

INCLUDED IN THIS I.OT

WOMEN'S SLIPPERS and

Burpee Furniture Co.

REGULAR $1.29

MEN'S DRESS RUBBERS

Home Furnishers For Over 100 Years

LIGHTWEIGHT PIASTU

16-17

<J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

361 MAIN STREET

16-17

16-17

Values
YOUNG - - • UNDETERMINED SEX

SENTER-CRANE'S

CANARIES

DOLLAR DAY BARGAINS

l,st
price

Handy Dishpan

Every

UNBREAKABLE, RUSTPROOF

POLYETHYLENE

OF ANY

G. H. ASTON & SONS - Formerly

g9c

13" Diameter, 4Vi" High
SEE Ol R ADV. ON PAGE 8

CROCKETT'S
ROCKLAND

EACH

Sefdct-Cuite'a

Store!

SEWING MACHING

WONDERSOFT FINISH
Protects China, Sink and Delicate Washable*
$1.., v.i™

DOLLAR DAYS ONLY

410 MAIN STREET

At

OFF

Healthy young birds
-in brilliant plumage
. . . Cun be turned
and trained.
Your
whole family will en
joy many hours of
pleasure and satis
faction from its com
panionship ... it will
soon be the pet pet
of your household.

$100

Galore

Special For Dollar Days

ROCKLAND, MAINE

395 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 1724

16-17

16-17

16-17

GRAND

Singer Sewing Center

COMPLETE SET OF Ft
Go

EXTRA!

GREGORY'S
LEMON SALE

2
V

WALLPAPERS Marked Down

TV

50ft MAIN STREET

Borders Will Be Given FREE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

586 MAIN STREET

Come To Rocklan
EVERY

STORE

141-17

Drastic Discount

Were 3.95................... NOW

DURING

$2.95

DOLLAR DAY SPECIAL

Dollar Days

16-17

DRESS SHIRTS

Men’s
Part Wool
Heavy Work

Men’s
Rrnwrt Jersey
Work

Hose

Gloves

Reg. 39e

Reg. 39c

H.99

Boys'
Heavy Boot

Roys’
Corduroy

Hose

Shirts

Sizes 7-10
Keg. 59c-79c

Reg. 2.98

1

1

00
*-off

ECONOMY

Descto — Plymouth

25-31 Rankin Street
ROCKLAND

CLOTHES SHOP - ROCKLAND.
16-17

Values Galore

Price
$1. TIE FREE with ea. Shirt

4 1 00 4 1 00 2
00
Pr.la
Pr.»Pr.^«

Miller's Garage Inc.

Gifford’s Music Store

Odd Lots
REGULAR 12.95

5.00

ALL OUR USED CARS

L P. RECORDS

MEN’S FAMOUS
•EKUIT of the LOOM”

EXTRA LOW PRICE!
ASSORTED
$|
STYLES

ON

331/3 RPM

BOYS' JACKETS

HAS PLANNi

TREMENDO1

16-17

1647

COMPLETE STOCK

Tickets I

Drawing will be at the Strand *
at 9 P. M. You do not h<

Carr's Wallpaper and Paint Center

BITLER'S

Your

YOU MAY WIN

With Each Purchase of Wallpaper

Contemporary Styled
Wrought Iron Chairs

Through Feb. 11

Store

Participatin

25%

CHAIRS
FREE!

Continues

Your Favorite

Deposit

With ytvr farchase of a CAPEHART TV

r

To

ALL STOCK

16-17

Many More at $1.87, $2.87 and $3.87
ENDICOTT-JOHNSON
346 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
16-17
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ATURDAY - FEBRUARY 9th - 10th -11th
NEW 1955

WHS

IF

DOLLAR DAYS SPECIAL

Crosley Refrigerators

Skirts $3. and $4.
values to $8.95.

/

AT

sizes 22 to 38

"OUT OF SEASON" SAVINGS

Storm Coats $19.98

11 Cu. Ft.

VALUE $35.00. ALL SIZES

9.5 Cu. Ft.

v\

399.95

NOW $319.95
NOW $219.95

Other Models At Reduced Prices

SAVITT’S, Inc.

A

PRICES Will BE HIGHEB III THE SPBING-ACT NOW
EASY TEItMS

"Style Without Extravagance"

369 MAIN ST.

&

TEL. 288

ROCKLAND, ME.

Now

16-17

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

442-444 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
16-17

1$ The
Time To

Buy And

V

Ready, Get Set, Save!

SHAG RUGS

ALL HOLMES & EDWARDS
STERLING INLAID

FEBRUARY DOLLAR DAYS
An Assortment of Colors

t

s3.29
DOLLAR DAYS SPECIAL

Stonington Furniture Co.
352 MAIN STREET

EXISTING INVENTORY ONLY

At the

24 x 45

£2*

SILVER PLATE

ONE OF THE TEAR'S BIGGEST SALES

ROCKLAND, MAINE
10-17

Edward Gonia Store

1/2 Price

ROCKLAND
EVERY WALLPAPER

WHILE THEY LAST

IN THE STORE ON SALE
SPECIAL BUYS ON IMPERIAL WASHABLES AND
THOMAS STRAHAN COLONIALS
MARKDOWNS ON PAINTS

ALL 52-PC. SETS WITH CHEST

Reg. $84.50 - - - - NOW

SALE STARTS THURSDAY

$42.25

SULKA

16-17

Make

Rockland Your
Shopping

Headquarters
This Weekend

DOLLAR DAYS SPECIAL

LUXURY AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

All Girls

BLANKETS

COATS and COAT SETS

Unconditionally Guaranteed for 2 Years
REG. $29.95 VALUE

3 to 6x — 7 to 14

Wc Have Sold Dozens of These Blankets

$8.50
$10.00

Were $16.99........... NOW
Were $19.99........... NOW

MANY SPECIALS

RIZE

At the LOW Price of S18.95

FOR DOLLAR DAYS WE ARE TAKING ANOTHER
DOLLAR OFF THE PRICE-

Kitchen Enamelware

FOR DOLLAR DAYS ONLY *17.95

IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

Assortment ot 10-qt. pail, 3-qt. saucepon, 4 qt. pot, 3-pc. sauce
pan set, disphan, 8-cup perc, double boiler, 3-qt. teakettle.

^Mza/i&ed
yoa/i,/noney 4ac6'

w
pharmacists
Cm MAIN ST i LIMEROCK
R O C K L AN 0

«<•

Ask For FREE

400 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
16-17

Tickets.

|Boxes Provided By

Dollar Day Values

"OMPLETE LINE OF

This Weekend!
WEEKS FOR

THIS

Come To the

Lissak Wedges

TELEPHONE 1471-M

ROCKLAND, MAINE

2 for $8.00

SPECIAL FOR $ DAYS

TOTEM CASUALS
CHARCOAL GREY - BENEDICTINE
CREAM - WHITE

$5.95

THREE DAYS ONLY
"Where The lay h Kin,"

BOVS' CLOTHING - MIN'S FURNISHINGS
434 Mu,rt Sheet
tel 988 W
Ro.kiund

N

J

89c

16-17

Mum

One Large Selection of 48 Inch

DRAPERY

Regular $7.95---- .............

*2.94

19c

and

16-17

oat Sweaters

Value

MANY OTHER SPECIALS

EVENT!

ien's All Wool

$7.95

Qt. and up

Children’s Specialty Shop
403 MAIN STREET

FRIDAYS TIL 9.

WALLPAPER
A Bundle Lots
$1.00
Special CloseI Out Patterns

WERE WARE!
tatre, Saturday, Feb. 11,
to be present to win!

STORK HOI RS, 9 t«, 5.

CI A DC
JLnlvJ

FAMOUS

— SPECIALS —

Stores.

FOR

16-17

SEA COAST PAINT CO.
440 MAIN STREET

FOR OUTSTANDING

Each Piece at One Low Price
Your choice ... all gleaming white porcelain enamel cookware.

Choice of Green or Rose

BeCF Slwfw

MS REVERE WARE!

16-17

MATERIAL

McLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

SANFORIZED* COTTON BROADCLOTH

IMPORTED BLOUSES

Reg. $2.39 and $1.98
Dollar Days Only - $1.00 yd.
TO CLOSE

Remnants Heavy Grade Inlaid

LINOLEUM
UP TO 4 TO 10 SQ. YARDS
To Close - $1.75 yd.

Real Value At Only
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Atomic Energy released the ex

cellent report of its panel on the

SENATOR

Impact of the Peaceful Uses of
! Atomic Energy which describes
[ the benefits we can hope to obtain
In thc years ahead from the use
I of atomic energy for power, medi
cine, agriculture, etc. We are on
I the threshold of a new era which

ter to the Atomic Energy Commision urging early action on the
application of the Yankee Atomic
Electric Power Company to con
struct a pioneer atomic power
plant in New England. Approval
of this application would be a step
j promises to bring the benefits of toward actual realization of thp
j atomic energy to all mankind.
benefits of atomic energy for pow

PAYNE
REPORTS
Eisenhower-Eden Talks

The conferences in Washington
last week between
President
Elsenhower and British Prime
Minister Anthony Eden concluded
with the issuance of a joint state
ment reaffirming Anglo-American
unity in opposing Communist im
perialism and colonialism through
out the world. Their Declaration
of Washington makes it patently
clear that the free world will not
be deterred by Communist threats
or propaganda from seeking peace
with honor. While always keeping
the door open to peace, we stand
resolute on thc basic issues which
differentiate the free world from
the slave.

Maritime Education Report
Last week the Senate Commit
tee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce reported to the Senate
the findings of its Special Subcom
mittee on Maritime Training and
Education. This 50 page report,
one of tbe most comprehensive
reviews of maritime training and
education ever madd, was prepared by Senator Warren Magnuson of Washington and myself
working as a special subcommit
tee under authority of a resolution
which I introduced in the Senate
last year. During the fall Senator
Magnuson held hearings in San
Francisco, and I held hearings in
Castine, Portland, Boston. New

York, and Washington, and visited
the Maine, Massachusetts, and
New York state maritime acad
emies as well as thc federal acad
emy at Kings Point, New York.
The report strongl^* endorsed
continued federal financial support
of the four state maritime acad
emies. The training of merchant
marine officers at the state mari
time academies is of special na
tional interest because of the importance of a strong merchant
marine for national defense pur
poses. Since the great mass of

Earlier last week the 12 New er purposes.
England Senators sent a joint let

Bucksport Waterfront

Recently the W’aterfront Re
storation Committee of Bucksport
contacted me In regard to their
program to improve the town’s
waterfront on the Penobscot R.vSeveral rotten pilings, left from
former piers, need to be removed.
Because of the possibility that
these pilings might pose a serious

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

I hazard to navigation in the river, previous Penobscot River reports
I wrote the Senate Public Works with particular regard to naviga
tion in the vicinity of Bucksport
Committee urging that the comand make appropriate recom
| mittee authorize the Corps of
mendations. Usually this type of
Army Engineers to survey the
■
review includes an actual survey
situation at Bucksport. Last week
the chairman of the Senate Com and a public hearing at the loca
tion involved.
mittee advised me that in re
sponse of my request the commitOther Highlights
I tee has adopted a resolution authOther highlights last week in
I orizing the Engineers to review all cluded—hearing Prime Minister

Eden address the Senate—confer
ring with Maine Forest Commis
sioner A. D. Nutting on forestry
matters—visiting with Maine auto
mobile dealers in Washington at
tending their annual conventionbeing notified of the award of a
contract for three destroyers to
the Bath Iron Works.

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE *
First Choice Used Can
ROCKLAND
515 MAIN ST.
TEL. IM

met

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
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SHELL BETTER DRIVING QUIZ NO. 3

Can you tell a road sign by its shape ?
j
I
,

j

!
I

!

j
;

1. At crossroads, this octagonal sign means only one thing, regardless cf wording.

|

testimony before the Subcommit
tee indicated that between 1,000
and 1,600 officer replacements are |
needed annually by the American
Merchant Marine and the state
and federal academies together
arc producing only 400 to 500 grad
uates annually, the Subcommittee i
also urged passage of legislation
to give permanent status to the
U. S. Merchant Marine Academy
at Kings Point.
At the present time 1 am ex- !
ploring possibilities of placing fed
eral financial support of the state :
academies on a more stable basis I
with federal commitments made 1
for three or four year periods. 1
This would enable the academies !
to tell incoming freshmen the i
amount of federal assistance they
will receive each year while they '
are studying at the school. Every
one In Maine is proud of the fine
contributions the Maine Maritime
Academy at Castine is making to
the overall maritime training pro j
gram. This report should go far !
toward assuring continued federal
support ot the state academies.
Peaceful Caen Of Atomic Energy
There were two important de- ,
velopments last week in connec
tion with peaceful uses of atomic |
energy. The Joint Committee on I
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This shape suggests a very important word in driving.

4.

Read and obey your signs of life!
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We believe that being a good neighbor calls for more than just providing you with
good products. Part of our job is to help keep you safe on the road. It’s not enough
that today’s cars are the finest, safest ever made. We need safe drivers in the safe
cars. That’s the reason for this message. America’s highways form a great personal
transportation system. When all motorists use these highways safely all the time,
that’s the sign of a better future... for you... for all of us.

. I |

SUBWAYS * HISTORIC
SITU • BUSINESS
DISTRICTS

MODERN • COMFORTABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS

Reasonably Priced!

Octagonal signs always mean
"Stop"! Take a good look at
Cross traffic before you proceed.

CHILDREN UNDEK 14 ... NO CHAKGC
YAKKING AVAILAKLS

3. Diamond signs: caution, slow down. "Diamonds"
are good friends on the road.

INTIMAT! COCKTAIL LOUNGB
Rileon Sutherland at the
Hammond Organ

I ADTINTURC IN
DELIGHTFUL DINING

5. Here’s the sign of a better future whenever you see it.
boylston struts
NtOMAS J. WAISM. GmmrM

2. Round signs mean railroad
crossing. "Stop, look and
listen" is still sound advice.

4.

Rectangular signs give you road rules and di
rections. Follow them to the letter.

5. Shell sign: good products, good service, good going for you and your car.

TIOH

Trimont and

This sign places certain limits upon every driver.

C 1956 Shell Oil Co.

'this advertisement prepared in cooperation with the Automotive Safety Foundation.

Sign of\a better future for uou

AC McLOON & CO

